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1 INTRODUCTION 

Measurements from high resolution imaging sensors onboard both geostationary and polar 
orbiting satellites have up lo the current <late been available lo the meteorological community 
for more than three decades. These sensors were particularly designed to enable monitoring of 
cloudiness and cloud systems and for monitoring of surface conditions over cloud-free areas. 
However, despite the produced wealth of information <luring this long period, only a limited 
number of studies on cloud conditions presenting results from long-term quantitative 
applications (i.e., climatologies) have been presented. This could be compared lo the 
relatively !arge number of studies concerning surface conditions (e.g., studies on surface 
parameters like NDVI - Normalised Difference Vegetation Index - and others, for example as 
reported by Gutman, 1989 and Glasser and Lulla, 2000). This is explained by the fäet that the 
rather short life cycle of clouds and cloud systems require utilisation of images with high 
temporal and spatial resolution as a contrast lo for example studies of surface parameters. 
Consequently, the required data amount from high-resolution imagers lo enable such studies 
1s enormous. 

Quantitative efforts have so far been limited to the compilation of coarse resolution data sets 
on thc global scale lo be used e.g. in global climate studies. The most well known example 
here of such a satellite-based cloud climate data set is produced by ISCCP - the International 
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (Rossow and Garder, 1993, and Rossow and Schiffer, 
1999). This data set consists of a complete and consistent set of global cloud and radiance 
parameters derived from sensors on both geostationary and polar orbiting satellites. However, 
the focus on the global scale has forced the use of a quite limiting sub-sampling technique. 
Consequently, only a small fraction of the available global satellite data set has been utilised, 
both in tenns of the used spatial resolution and the number of used spectral bands of the 
sensors. The applied sampling strategy basically means that it is assumed that the dynamical 
evolution of cloud systems is randomly distributed within a larger segment. Consequently, it 
should be sufficient to select data from only a few high resolution pixels (for ISCCP with a 
spacing of about 30 km) within the segment and from this sub-set of data construct statistics 
from very long time-series of measurements lo describe mean conditions valid for the entire 
segment. This methodology is justified for areas with a weak dependence on local scale 
features (e.g., over oceanic areas) but for other areas (e.g., near coastlines or steep orography) 
the method is likely to give unrealistic results. 

Even if the interest on global climate studies is continuously high, an increasing attention on 
the cffects of climate change on the regional and local scale has been noticed lately. Many 
national meteorological services (NMS) and other agencies have launched scientific 
programmes to try lo downscale and interpret the effects of a globally predicted climate 
change ( e.g., sce Rummukainen el al., 2000 and Rummukainen el al., 2001 ). As a 
consequence of this development, the need of high-resolution data sets for validation of 
regional climate mode! simulations ofthe present and the future climate has increased as well. 
Here, satellite observations have become increasingly important since this is the only data 
source that can give a sufficiently good regional coverage of some of the studied 
meteorological parameters. This concerns in particular cloudiness parameters since the 
information from the surface observation network is very limited. In addition, reductions in 
the surface observation network in recent years have cut the amount of available info1111ation 



and further recluctions here are foreseen in thc near ft1ture. Sincc there is a direct link between 
cloud and radiation conditions, it is of utmost importance that cloud conditions are known and 
modclled correctly in climate models. The treatment of cloudiness is still one of the major 
unccrtainties in climate simulations of today (as discussed by Arking, 1991) and progress 
must be maclc here on the global as wcll as on the regional scale in order to increase the 
confidence in climate simulations. 

Fortunately, progress in computer and archiving facilities have in recent years reached a leve! 
that is compatible with the required processing demands for cli111atological satcllitc data 
studies on the local and regional scale. Efforts to compile various kinds of cloud climatologies 
have consequently been undertaken at somc NMS's and at othcr institutes. The basis for these 
studies is most often the systematic use of cloud classification models operated on individual 
satellite sccnes. One example of such a data set with rclatively high spatial resolution is the 
METEOSAT CDS data set (EUMETSAT, 1998) which has been produced from operational 
METEOSA T images for several years now. Other examples are given by Karlsson ( 1997) and 
by Kästner and Kriebel (200 I). 

This repor! describes results and validation of a ten-year cloud climatology produced by 
systematic processing of high-resolution multispectral imagcry from the A VHRR (Advanced 
Very High Resolution Racliometer - Lauritson et al., I 979) instrument on the polar orbiting 
NOAA satellites. The basic tool has been the use of the SCANDIA mode! - The SMHI Cloud 
ANalysis modcl using Digital AVHRR data (Karlsson, 1996). This mode! utilises information 
from all five spectral channcls of the NOAA A VHRR instrument - two visiblc (VIS) channels 
and three infrared (IR) channels - as a contrast to many previous cloud climatology data sets 
using only a sub-set of the available A VHRR channels. Of partictilar interest here is the fact 
that the data set has been produced using a fixed or frozcn cloud classification scheme for the 
entire period from 1991 to 2000. In this way, thc quality of the data set has not becn 
influenced by any updates or changes of the algorithm which means that the quality 
characteristics is the same for the entire data set as concerns pure mode! characteristics. This 
fäet is of great importance, e.g., in applications where results arc compared to climate 
simulations. Furthennore, there is no dcpendence on forecast data from numerical weather 
prediction (NWP) models in thc cloud climatology which further strengthens the use of thc 
data as an independent validation data source for climate models. Although thcre are more 
advanced cloud processing schemes available today at SMHI (see Dybbroe et al., 2000) and at 
other NMS's. the achieved cloud climatology results from the SCANDIA mode! arc believcd 
to be useful and of acceptable quality for many applications. Furthennore, the fäet that mast 
cloud classification schemes are very seldom testcd and validated during such a long period 
justifies in itself this study. Validation results for the entire ten-year period is here presented 
based on a corresponding SYNOP-based climatology over the studicd area. 

A description of the SCANDIA mode! is given initially in section 2 followcd by a 
presentation of the method for compilation of cloud climatologies in section 3. The used 
satellitc data set is presented in section 4 and resulting cloud climatologics are then shown in 
sections 5 and 6. Notice here that a separatc study of the effect on thc achieved results when 
introducing a dcpendency on forccasted surface temperaturcs from NWP models is also 
included (section 6). The reason for adding this comparison is that mast of the prescntly 
world-widc used cloud classifications schemes utilises information from NWP modcls as an 
ancillary data source in the cloud screening process. A comparison of results from two 
differcnt versions of SCANDIA should therefore be able to give somc indications of the 
possible gains and losses in quality aftcr introduction ofNWP data use in cloud classifications 
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111 cornpanson to the original SCANDIA scheme us111g only static temperature threshold 
parameters. 

Scction 7 contains results from an extensivc validation effort utilising cloud observations 
(SYNOP) over Sweclen from the same ten-year period. Also comparisons with a few other 
data sets are shown (inclucling ISCCP). 

Section 8 cliscusses two of thc more serious error sources in the described data set ( e.g. as 
cmphasiscd by Cracknell, 200 I), namely errors due to degrading satellite sensors and the 
effects caused by the use of a multi-satellite data set. Processing and archiving constraints at 
SMHI have not perrnitted a fully acceptable cornpensation for these effects. SCANDIA was 
initially designcd for exclusive use in operational weather forecasting applications and the 
requircrnents for using the results also in quantitative cloud climate applications (e.g., the usc 
of a high quality calibration of visible radiances) were thcrefore given little attention initially. 
Section 8 discusses the possible impact of these defects on the quality of the cornpiled cloud 
climatologics. Attempts to cstirnate the introduced errors are described and same results are 
prcsented. 

Finally, section 9 presents the major conclusions from this study and outlines the future 
prospects for the continuation of cloud climate studies based on high-resolution multispectral 

satellite imagery. 
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2 THE SCANDIA CLOUD CLASSIFICATION MODEL 

The SCANDIA cloud classification 111odel has been described in detail in several previous 
reports ( e.g., Karlsson and Liljas, 1991 and Karlsson, 1996a) and only a brief summary of the 
most important features is given herc. However, details having a major influence on the 
produced cloud climatologies are highlighted and discussed. 

Two versions ofthe SCANDJA mode! have been used here: 

I. SCANDIA Version I: Original model used for cloud analysis over the Norclic region 
for the entire period 1991-2000. 

2. SCANDIA Version 2: Modified version using forccasted surface tc111pcratures from 
a Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) mode! and with an 
improvecl compcnsation for varying sun elevations over an 
extended area. 

The reason for involving also the second version of SCANDIA hcre is to enable a limited 
study of the importance of the introduction of NWP mode! data in thc cloud classification 
process and, in addition, the use of an improved compensation for varying illumination 
conditions. SCANDJA version 2 is also applied on a much larger geographical area covering 
a !arge part of northern Europe which means that examples of cloud climatologies on the 
northern European scale can be shown in addition lo the original analyses on the Nordic area. 
Howcver, due lo the necessary increase in the data volume for SCANDIA Version 2, the 
comparison here is restricted lo a period starting in July 1994 and ending in January 1997. 

2.1 The original SCANDIA model - Version 1 

The SCANDIA mode! makes use of calibratcd and geometrically transformed imagery from 
all fivc AVHRR channels al maximum horizontal resolution (al naclir 1.1 km). AVHRR 
scenes are classifiecl by using sevcn image features for two different areas (denotecl SSWE 
and NSWE - see Figurc 2.1) covering Sweclen and large parts of surrounding countrics. The 
pixels in each scene are labelled and separatecl into a maximum of 23 cloud and surface typcs 
(Table 2.1 ). The main use of each classification image fcature is summarised in Table 2.2. 

SCANDIA differs significantly from many other internationally reported and operationally 
used A VHRR-basecl cloud classification schemes ( e.g., APOLLO - described by Sa unders 
and Kriebel, 1988- and LUX - clescribecl by Derrien et al., I 993 ). The diffcrencc is relatcd to 
the fundamental cloucl cletection methodology. The latter schemes generally apply a seguencc 
of cloud detection tests which are independent and basecl on data from individual image 
channels. Thus, if the test in one channel is positive, a cloucl is cletected regarclless if tests in 
all or several other channels are negative. This methoclology is here consiclerecl to be guite 
risky since the cloud separability in same A VHRR channels may be very weak depending on 
the actual situation. Thus, erroneous cloucl cletection in such a channel is gcncrally not 
compensatecl for by use of more reliable information in other channels. Only an indication 
that the result has a lower conficlence leve! can be obtained (i.e., this cloud test may be thc 
only test which is positive). As a contrast, SCANDIA uses a systematic coupling between 
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Figure 2.1 Used processi11g areas for operationally produced AVHRR sate/lite sce11es af 

SMHI. C/011d climatologies are produced exclusil•e(vfor the SSrVE, NSWE and SCAN areas. 

Table 2.1 C/oud and s111j'ace classes separated by SCANDIA. 

( ·1a~s numher and clm,s description 

Open sea without ice 13 Curnulus congestus over sea 

2 New ice without snow 14 Small Cumulonimbus 

3 Snowcover (also 011 ice) 15 Extensive Cumulonimbus 

4 Winter forest 16 Altocumulus and Altostratus 

5 Land ( free from snow) 17 Nirnbostratus 

6 Haze or sub-pixel clouds over I and 18 Thin CitTUs over land 

7 Haze or sub-pixel clouds over sea 19 Thin Cirrns over sea 

8 Fog and Stratus 20 Cirms over low leve! clouds 

9 Stratocumulus 21 Ci1rus over middle leve! clouds 

JO Small Cumulus over land 22 Thick Cirrostratus 

11 Small Cumulus over sea 23 Sunglint 

12 Cumulus congestus over land 
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Table 2.2 Classi/ication i111age/eat11res 11sed br SCANDJA. Cafihrated AVHRR channels are 
drnoted CH I. CH2, CH3, CH4 and CH5. TEX4 means a locaf (in a 5x5 pi.ref 11·indcJ\\') 
highpass fiftering oj' CH4 fi,i/oll'ed hr a fo11'j1ass fiftering (in a I lxl I pi.ref 11·indo11) lo 
measure the small scale \'ltriation qfhl·ightness temperatures. 

Feature Composition 

Number 

CHI 

2 CHI-CH2 

3 Land mask 

4 CH3-CJ-l4 

5 CH4 

6 CH5-CH4 

7 TEX4 

Quantity 

Bi-dircctional 
reflectance 

Reflectance 
differencc 

Main use for classificr 

Daytime separation of clouds and snow from land 
surfaces. Used coupled with fcature 4. 

Daytime separation of land surfaccs with 
vegetation from sea surfaces. Used also for snow 
detcction. 

Land or sea Geographic map used for land/sea-separation at 
indication night and for low sun elevations. 

Brightness 

tcmperature 

diffcrence 

Brightness 
tempcrature 

Brightness 
tcmperature 

diffcrence 

Tcmperature 
vanancc 

Separates all clouds from land and sea surfäces 
during daytime. Important at night for f<Jg. 
Stratus and Cirrus detection. Coupled with 
fcature I during daytime. 

Separates main cloud groups Low, Medium and 
High clouds by companng with mean 
temperaturcs at 500 hPa and 700 hPa. 

Scparates thin clouds (especially Cirrus clouds) 
from thick clouds both night and day. 

Scparates clouds with high small scale texture 
(c.g. Cumulus) from more homogencous clouds 
(e.g. Stratus). 

image data from several individual A VHRR channels in order to optirnise the cloud 
separability. This rnethod is sornetirnes refcrred toas '"grouped thresholdi11g ". 

Thus. thc SCANDIA strategy has bccn to use several AVHRR channcls sirnultaneously for 
the basic cloud detection task. During daytime, thcsc channels are channels I, 3 and 4 in thc 
form defined by features I. 4 and 5 in Table 2.2 and during night, the channels arc channels 3. 
4 and 5 (features 4. 5 and 6 in Table 2.2). At twilight, also A VHRR channcl I (feature I) is 
used together with the thrcc infrared channcls. Remaining A VHRR channcls are used later in 
the further sub-division into difTerent cloud and surface classes. For example. features I. 4 
and 5 arc used togethcr for cloud dctection during daytime while fcatures 6 and 7 provide 
cornplementary information for the cloud type separation. 

Feature 4 is obviously central for the SCANDIA classificr since it plays a major role in cloud 
discrimination. both day and night. The variation of the cloud threshold for this featurc is 
describcd in Figure 2.2 as a function of sun elevation. As indicatcd here, the SCANDIA 
thresholds are defincd in discrctc sun elevation intervals and thcrc is also a limitcd seasonal 
depcndence (see Karlsson. 1996a. for Curther dctails). Of importance here is that only one set 
ofthresholds (valid for only one sun elevation interval as dctermined by thc conditions in the 
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central portion in each of the processing areas in Figure 2.1) is used for each individual cloud 
classification. 

Figure 2.2 shows that all clouds are separated from cloud-free surfaces by use of the same 
feature 4 threshold <luring day (i.e., the feature is used as a lower cloud threshold at medium 
to high sun elevations). To be remcmbered, however, is that the threshold is conditionally 
used together with the threshold in feature 1. This circumstance enables an effective 
separation between clouds and snow covered surfaces utilising that snow surfaces do not 
reflect in A VHRR channel three in contrast to clouds. Notice also how thresholds for the two 
catcgories 11·atcr c/011ds and ice c/ouds diverge from each other at night and in twilight. For 
ice clouds, the threshold is here used as a lower cloud threshold while for water clouds it is 
used as an upper threshold. However, it must be emphasised that the term ice clouds is here 
restricted to mean cxclusively semi-transparent Cirrus clouds. Thick ice clouds (e.g. including 
Nimbostratus and Cumulonimbus cloud types) are not identificd by use of these thresholds. 
The !alter clouds are identificd by use of fcature 5 at night/twilight as described in Figure 2.3. 
Notice here that feature 5 is only used for discrimination of thick medium- or high-level 
clouds and not for low-level clouds. 

The daytime coupling between features I and 4 is also crucial for the separation of sunglint 
and water clouds. It is here utilised that the relative effect of sunglint in feature 4 (in tenns of 
the achieved brightness temperature difference) is larger than for water clouds which have 
resulted in the sunglint thresholds described in Figure 2.4. 

For the final separation into diffcrent cloud types. several threshold tests follow based on all 
features except featurc 3. Watcr and ice clouds (here including Nimbostratus and 
Cumulonimbus cloud typcs) during daytime arc separated by use of features 4 and 6. The 
separation into low-. medium- and high-level cloud types is accomplished by use of feature 5 
where the used thrcsholds arc defined by the avcrage temperature in the 700 and 500 hPa 
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levels, respectivcly, computed from operational NWP analyses (the HIRLAM mode! - see 
Käl len. 1996 ). As a last step completing the number of classes in Table 2.1, the different low
level cloud groups are separated by use of the texture feature (feature 7). Some more details 
on the separation into the different cloud types are given later in section 3. 

It should also be mentioned that, in addition to the basic classes described ll1 Table 2.1. 
attempts to make even a further separation and identification of classes have been performed. 
This concerns the identification of sub-pixel or fractional clouds in a separate category as well 
as a furthcr sub-division of the precipitating cloud types (Nimbostratus and eumulonimbus) 
into qualitative precipitation intensity classes. The fractional cloud category aims at 
identifying very thin cirrus clouds and very small cumulus cloud elements. It is composed by 
those pixels having fcaturc values very close (on the cloud-free side) to the used cloud 
detection thresholds. The prccipitation categories (mainly describing the three categories 
Weak, Moderate and Heavy prccipitation) were defined based on simple assumptions on 
relationships between reflectances in A VHRR channel I, brightness temperatures in channel 4 
and the reflectance characteristics in channel 3 (as clefined by feature 4). More details on this 
separation are given in Karlsson ( 1996a). 

An example of' a sequence of SeANDIA cloucl classifications from the original mode! version 
is shown in Figure 2.5 . However, notice here that the two processing areas SSWE and NSWE 
have now been merged and the image resolution has been reduced to 4 km (for reasons 
becoming more obvious later in section 3 ). 

Finally. it must be madc clear that se ANDIA is a supervised cloud classification schcme 
where thrcsholds were cletermincd from examination of a !arge number of AVHRR scenes in 
the period I 986- I 991 ( from sate Il i tes NOAA-9. NOAA-10, NOAA-11 and NOAA-12). Thesc 
studies relied basically on data in the central portions of A VHRR scenes vicwed with 
relativcly low satellitc zenith angles. Thus. SeANDIA results in parts of AVHRR sccnes with 
high satcllite zenith angles (near swath cdges) are not considered as bcing fully reliable. The 
reason is the absence of appropriate corrections for both the anisotropic behaviour of 
reflection and the increased effect of atmospheric absorption in infrared channels at high 
viewing angles. 

2.2 The modified SCANDIA mode! - Version 2 

A modified version of se AN DIA was introdueecl at SMHI in July 1994 to be operatecl on a 
much larger area covcring a substantial part of northern Europc (area se AN in Figure 2.1 ). 
Howcvcr. in order to avoid a !arge increase in data volume, resulting if deciding to continue 
using imagcry at maximum horizontal resolution and also including the data acldcd when 
introducing new ancillary information, it was decidcd to process the modified SeANDIA 
version on a coarser resolution at 4 km. The reduction of the image resolution made the use of 
thc texture feature (feature 7 in Table 2.2) questionable and it was therefore omitted. 
Howcvcr, the clecision to utilise forecast information from thc HIRLAM NWP mode! 
introduced three adclitional image featurcs (see Table 2.3 ). These additional features eons i st of 
HIRLAM tempcrature forecasts interpolatcd from the 55-km grid resolution to the nominal 
A VHRR image resolution of 4 km. It must here be clarificd that the additional 1-IIRLAM 
image features arc used mainly for clefining geographically varying thresholds applied to 
featurc 5. For example. we are herc using the interpolatecl valuc of the 700 and 500 hPa 
temperatures, respectively, taken from the closcst HIRLAM gridpoints for each pixel insteacl 
ofthe avcrage over the entire area as in the original version ofSeANDIA. 
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Figure 2.5 Sequence offour SCAND!A cf oud classijications with the original mode! version 
from May 26 2000. The pictures show merged results on both areas SSWE and NSWE with a 
reduced pixel resolution (4 km). ,·~-~ :-",. 
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Figure 2.6 SCAND!A NOAA-1 I cfoud cfass(ficationsfor area SCAN with the mod(fied mode! 
version from 9 September I 994 at 15:07 UTC. Same colour legend as in Figure 2.5. 
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Table 2.3 !111agefi!a111n's used bi· rhe modified SCANDIA mode/. Same nolation as in Table 
2.2. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

. -, ; ·,-, () ,'j' 

CHl 

CHI-CH2 

Land mask 

CH3-CH4 

CH4 

CH5-CH4 

HIRLAM forecast of 700 hPa ternperature 

(T700) 

HIRLAM forecast of 500 hPa ternperaturc 

(T500) 

HIRLAM forecast of surface temperature 

(TSUR) 

In addition, the use of very short range forecasts (9-12 hours forecast lead time) instead of 
analyses should be able to give a bctter description of tropospheric temperature changes in 
cases of rapid weathcr developments. NWP analyses are norrnally only accessible after 
several l10urs (2-4 hours) and therefore the used values in the original SCANDIA version was 
otien found invalid. especially in connection with rapid weather developments. 

Bes ide the use of spatially varying thresholds for the infrared channel in featurc 5, it must also 
be mentioned that SCANDIA version 2 also uses a correct assignment to the used sun 
elevation categories for each pixel. This differs from SCANDIA version I wherc pixels near 
the corners of the processing area could be processed with thresholds valid for an incorrect 
sun elevation category. 

However, the mast drastic change compared to SCANDIA version 1 was the introduction of 
forecasted surface temperatures (the TSUR feature in Table 2.3) for the interpretation of 
feature 5 values. Previously, the usc of feature 5 was very limitcd for the fundamental cloud 
detection process (restricted to nighttime identification of mid- and high-level clouds - see 
Figure 2.3 ). The reason for this was that, although it is clear that apparent brightness 
temperatures of clouds mast often are much colder than the corresponding temperatures for 
the cloud free surface, it was very problematic to assign a proper value of the used threshold 
duc to the very !arge variation of true surface temperatures. Especially during night conditions 
and during the winter season in northern latitudes, the apparent brightness tcmperature 
difference between the surface and low-level (in winter even mid-level) clouds is oftcn low. 
However, progress ofNWP modelling had in 1994 enabled access to useful forecasted surfacc 
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Table 2.4 Important pammeters clefining dv11a111ic thresholds for the 11n1· version of' the 
SCANDJA modd 

Parame11'r 

TEMPADD 

TSURBIAS 

COLDLAND 

NOISETMP 

Requcstcd minimum temperature difference 
( fcaturc 5 - feature 9) bctwecn surface and 
clouds for cloud discrimination. 

Compensation for bias in HIRLAM surfacc 
temperature forecasts (too warm in cxtrcmely 
cold situations), 

Cloud tests using TEMPADD excluded for 
surfaccs colder than COLDLAND (in cold 
winter situations) in feature 9. 

Noise filtering by a 5x5 pixel wide low-pass 
filter. Performed in featurc 4 for areas coldcr 
than NOISETEMP in fcature 9. 

8K 

10 K 

270 K 

277 K 

temperaturcs which then could be used as a good first gucss oftruc surfacc tcmperatures. This 
fäet changed also the sequential order of thrcshold test in thc modified version of SC AND I A. 
Instead of relying heavily on featurc 4. SCANDIA version 2 started its basic cloud screening 
with a single test using featurc 5. Additional clouds could thereafter be assignecl by use of 
feature 4 and other featurcs in the same way as in SCANDIA version I followecl by a further 
sub-clivision of cloml and surface types. 

A few additional modcl parameters were introduced as described in Table 2.4. The most 
important herc is TEMPADD. describing the required temperature difference between the 
forecastcd surface temperature and the apparent brightness temperature in fcature 5 for the 
assignment of a pixel as being cloudy. This parameter must be optimally chosen sincc if it is 
too small the risk is high for mis-classifications duc to uncertainties in the NWP forecast and 
if it is too !arge therc is a risk that near surface clouds remain uncletected. The TSURBIAS 
parameter is uscd in an attempt to compensate for the NWP mode! problem to correctly 
forecast vcry low minimum temperatures (partly also due to the difference in spatial 
resolution). The COLDLAND parameter is uscd to stop discrimination of low-lcvcl clouds by 
the TEMPADD thresholding test in cold wcather situations at night and in twilight duc to the 
high risk of presence of ncar-surface temperature inversions. In addition, at surface 
temperatures highcr than COLDLAND. the TEMPADD test is also omitted if the forecasted 
surface tempcrature is lower than the forecasted 700 hPa temperature ( indicating the existence 
of strong near-surface temperature inversions). In the latter casc. pixcls arc lcft unclassificcl if 
there are no aclditional signs of cloud prcscncc in othcr fcatures ( cspccially in featurc 4 ). 
However, this category has in this study been treated as being cloucl-free since experience 
from operational usc has shown that the situations with very strong temperature inversions are 
predominantly cloud-free and very seldom cloudy. The risk for mis-classifications here were 
therefore assumed to be low (although now clepending on reliable NWP mode! forecasts) 
clespite the obvious 11011-separability of cold cloucl-free surfaces and mid- and high-lcvel ice 
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clouds as shown in Figure 2.3. The validity of this assumption will be discussed later in 
sections 6 and 7 .1. 

More details about the trcatmcnt of conditions with near-surface temperature inversions in 
SCANDIA were given by Karlsson ( 1996a) and Godöy (1998) and Hultgren et al. (1999) 
have later presented additional aspects. 

Finally, the parameter NOISETMP is used to introduce a filtering of values in feature 4 for 
cold situations in order to reduce effccts caused by noise in A VHRR channel 3. 

An exarnple of a SCANDIA cloud classification with the rnodified mode! version is shown in 
Figure 2.6. Notice, howcvcr, that all low-level cloud classes are here treated as one single 
category (yellow colour) as a contrast to SCANDIA version 1 in Figurc 2.5. 

Finally, it must be mentioned that results from the modified version of SCANDIA have been 
quantitatively used in the rnesoscale objective analysis scherne MESAN at SMHI since 1996 
(Häggmark et al., 1997, Häggrnark et al., 2000 and Michelson et al., 2000). 
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3 COMPILATION OF SCANDIA CLOUD CLIMATOLOGIES 

A method for compilation of SCANDIA cloud climatologies has earlier bccn dcscribed by 
Karlsson ( 1994), Karlsson ( 1995) and Karlsson( 1997). Here, a slightly modified version of 
this method has been used. 

The idca has been to cxclusively use A VHRR scenes with good viewing conditions (i.e. low 
satellite zenith anglcs) over the area. This should minimise possible SCANDIA errors due to 
the present lack of an appropriate correction for effects caused by !arge viewing angles. 
Consequently, only the satellite passage with the highest satellite elevation among several 
consecutive passages at dcsccnding and ascending passage nodcs has been chosen. This 
mcans that with two opcrational NOAA satellitcs four uscful A VHRR scenes per day wcre 
chosen over the area at the reception sitc in Norrköping. In practice, this meant that only 
satellite scenes with a maximum satellite elevation exceeding approximatcly 45° were 
sclccted. 

Table 3.1 shows an overview of the sclccted satellite scenes and their associatecl passage 
times. Notice here that passage timcs are given in Central European Time (CET= UTC + I 
hour) in order to correspond as closely as possible to the true solar time over thc area. At least 
one passage with sufficiently low satellite zenith anglcs is normally guaranteed within the 
indicated time-windows in Table 3.1 each day. However, thc NOAA satellite orbits are not 
perfectly stable which means that considcrable deviations from these time windows occurred 
for somc years in the period (for morc details here, see next section). 

Tablc 3.1 Approxinwtc time-11·i11do1rs (CET) mlidfiJr thc 11sed sate/lite scenes d11ri11g thc 
period 1991-2001 (sec also text.fiJrfi1rther disrnssirm). 

Time of day Time-window (CET) Satellites 

Night 02:30 - 04:30 NOAA-11 + NOAA-14 

Morning 07:30 - 09:30 NOAA-10 + NOAA-12 + 
NOAA-15 

Aftcrnoon 14:00 - 16:00 NOAA-11 + NOAA-14 

Evening 17:30 - 19:30 NOAA-10 + NOAA-12 + 
NOAA-15 

The chosen satellitc passages clescribe roughly cloucl conclitions at night, in thc morning, in 
the afternoon and in the evening as visualisecl by the prcvious cloud classification example in 
Figure 2.5. Thus, the compiled cloud climatc data set hasa potential to describe mean cloucl 
conditions <luring these four lime-periods. It is hoped that the four claily observations can be 
used to roughly describc mean daily cloud conditions and the diurnal cyclc of cloudiness. 
Cloud climatologies from surface stations (SYNOP) havc bccn compiled in a similar way for 
many years now ( basecl on observations at 00 UTC, 06 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC ). The 
method dcscribed here brings a possibility to extend this method to be appliecl over !arge 
areas with a homogeneous and constant spatial resolution as offered by satellite 
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measurements. Furthennore, a comparison of the satellite data set with a corresponding data 
set from SYNOP is presented later in section 7. 

Regarding the ana lyses of total cloud amounts, the cloud climatologies from SCANDIA were 
compiled as described by the following seven steps: 

I. Cloud classification result images were resampled by use of a nearest neighbour 
resampling technique in order to reduce the nominal horizontal resolution from 
one km to four km. 

Il. Classification results for the two areas (SSWE and NSWE in Figure 2.1) were 
merged into one result image (as shown in Figure 2.5). 

III. Each pixel in the classification image was labelled cloudy or cloud-free depending 
on the resulting cloud and surface types. 

IV. Pixels classified as sub-pixel clouds (cloud contaminated) were identified and 
given halfthe weight as compared to pixels labelled as cloudy. 

V. Daily cloud frequcncies were estimated by averaging results from the four 
observation times. 

VI. Cloud frequcncies for entire months were estimated by calculating the fraction of 
the total number of selected scenes within a month wherc the pixel was labelled as 
cloudy. 

VII. Conversion of cloud frequencies to fractional cloud cover was finally 
accomplished by averaging over nine by nine pixels 
(representing a quadratic area ofapproximately 36 by 36 km in size). 

The reason for reducing the nominal spatial image resolution in Step I was mainly to keep the 
data volume tractable. This measure may seem inappropriate at present time when storage 
media and storage methocls easily allow treatment of high-resolution data sets (e.g., 
SC ANDIA I km results have in fäet been stored since 1997). However, the wish to create a 
climatology ovcr an as long as possible lime period forced the use ofthe coarser resolution to 
keep the data set homogcneous and consistent. Furthennore, standard methods for image 
navigation based on both the TBUS and TLE orbital moclelling approaches (described by 
Rosbourough et al., I 994) have been usecl at SMHI. This means that the absolute accuracy of 
navigation is not compatible with the maximum nominal image resolution of I km. An 
accuracy of approximatcly 4 km is morc realistic here which supports the use of a reduced 
resolution. The task to compile climatologies at maximum nominal resolution requires 
specific efforts for ensuring a corresponding accuracy in navigation (e.g., as described by 
Bordcs et al., 1992). Finally, an obvious disaclvantage of the use of the nearest neighbour 
resampling techniquc here is that only a small fraction (one pixel out ofa total of 16 pixels in 
the original high resolution classification image) has finally been utiliscd when compiling the 
cloucl climatologies. In this sense, the presented SCANDIA cloud climatology is also formed 
by use of a sub-sampling tcchnique (as for e.g. ISCCP as mentioned in Section I) but here 
with a much clenser spacing ( 4 km sampling in comparison to approximately 30 km for 
ISCCP). 
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The method of treating pixels labelled as cloud contaminated in Step IV was chosen as the 
most appropriate way of handling this problem. SCANDIA does not interpret any fractional 
cloud cover within a single pixel, it only indicates pixels that most likely contain sub-pixel 
sized cloud elements. It is in practice impossible to apply one single reliable method for 
estimation of sub-pixel fractional cloud cover since the method necd be different dcpending 
on the actual cloud type which generally is not known. Consequently, a compromise mcthod 
giving these pixels a 50 % weight in calculations of fractional cloud is used. This should be 
able to minimisc errors in the calculations (see Kidder and Vonder Haar, 1995). 

The conversion of cloud frequencics to fractional cloud cover in Step VII is evidently 
required if wanting to compare results with corresponding SYNOP observations. 
Furthcrmore. this quantity is probably one of the more valuable quantities to be used in 
comparison with results from NWP and climate simulation modcls. The choicc of an 
averaging area size of 36 by 36 km was based on previous expcriences made when comparing 
satellite observations with ground observations (Karlsson, 1995, Karlsson, 1996a and 
Wollenweber, 2000). However, for many of the spccifically studicd cloml categories (sec 
description below) results were kept in the form of 4-km resolution cloud frequencies in order 
to study possible small-scale geographical variations. It should also be noted that in theory, 
the cloud frequencies should in the statistical sense converge towards thc true value of the 
mean cloud cover if using data from very long time series. If also assuming that cloud ficlds 
(hcre including fields of cumulus cloudiness) are often much larger in their horizontal 
dimensions than the used A VHRR pixel resolution this becomes even more evident. 

Some problems with NOAA HRPT receptions occurred <luring the studied period (see also 
section 4 ). In serious cases entirc sate Il i te scenes were I ost but more common was that 
individual or often several adjacent scan lines in scenes were !ost during reception. This 
gencrated erroneous results in SCANDIA classifications, mainly because of the effects 
introduced by use of the spatial filtering feature (feature 7 in Table 2.2). Since this error 
couldn't be automatically rcmoved and since also other corrupt classification scenes could be 
gcnerated due to tcchnical processing problems, all uscd classification images werc also 
visually inspccted. Images with the above mentioned defects were either manually edited 
(areas with missed scan lines were masked) or removed (if a !arge part of the image was 
affected). I-lowever, no results other than those affected by the mcntioned technical proccssing 
and reception problems were removed from the satellite data set. 

From Table 2.1 it is clear that, bcsides the estimation of the total fractional cloud cover, it 
should also be possiblc to cstimate the contribution to the fractional cloud cover or the 4 km 
cloud frequency from individual cloud types. However, from the expcrience of using results 
from SC AN DIA in operational weather forccasting, it was clcar that a realistic separation of 
all of thc listed cloud classes in Table 2.1 was only possible in cases of good observation and 
scparability conditions (i.e .. at high sun elevations and in the summer season). Consequently, 
a further grouping of the cloud types have been used here to investigate the contribution from 
different cloud types. The cloud groups and thcir composition arc listed in Table 3.2 together 
with a brief summary of thc rnain discrimination method for each group. 

Fora correct understanding of the various cloud groups listecl in Table 3.2 it is important to 
consider that the satellite perspective generally does not allow a corrcct estirnation of 
cloudiness below the topmost cloud layer. Some attempts are made here for semi-transparcnt 
cirrus clouds but the task to identify sub-layer clouds is impossible in case of opaque high
and medium-levcl clouds. 
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It is also evident that a few more cloud groups could be composed from the cloud groups in 
Table 3.2. The following two categories are of importance here: 

• Water clouds = Opaque low-level clouds + Opaque medium levet clouds 

• Iceclouds = Semi-transparent Cirrus clouds + Opaque Cirrus clouds 

It should be repeated here that the separation of these two groups is based on the following 
typical spectral differences for the two groups: 

Nighttime separation of water clouds and semi-transparent ice clouds by use of feature 4 
(see Figure 2.2) 
Daytime separation of water clouds and semi-transparent ice clouds by a combined use of 
features 4 and 6 
Daytime identification of Cumulonimbus and Nimbostratus clouds (assumed to be ice 
clouds here) by use of features 1, 4 and 5 
Nighttime identification of Cumulonirnbus and Nimbostratus clouds (assurned to be ice 
clouds here) by use offeature 5. 

The appearance in feature 4 is judged as the mast impmtant spectral signature for the 
discrimination of these two groups. This is explained by the fäet that ice clouds are more 
absorbing than water clouds in this spectral region which is visualised by sirnulated single 
scattering albedos for typ i ca! ice and water clouds in Figure 3.1. However, the use of fixed 
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Table 3.2 Studied cloud gmups in the SCANDIA cloud climatologr. C!oud gmup 
composition is sho1m and the correspo11di11g mai11 discrimi11atio11 method is brieflr descrihed 
(see also JHe1·io11s section] and Table 2.2) . 

Total fractional cloud 
cover 
(cloud mask) 

Semi-transparent Cirrus 
clouds 

Opaque Cirrus clouds 
(Opaque high-lcvel 
cloucls) 

Opaque medium-level 
clouds 

Opaque low-level clouds 

Fog and Stratus 

Fractional clouds 

Precipitating clouds 

Deep convective clouds 

. ·. I''' 

All cloud types 
including fractional 
clouds (see below) 

Thin Cirrus, 
Thin Cirrus over 
low-level elouds, 
Thin Cirrus over 
mid-lcvel clouds 

Thick Cirrostratus, 
Cumulonimbus, 
Nimbostratus 

Altocumulus/
Altostratus. 
Cumulus congestus 

Fog/Stratus. 
Stratocumulus 
Small Cumulus 

Fog/Stratus 

Very thin Cirrus. 
Vcry small Cu
mulus, Haze/Sub
pixel cloucls 

'., ' 

SCANDIA Version 1: 

Daytime: Pixels with values cxceeding 
feature 1, 4 and 5 thresholds. 

Nighttime: Pixels exeecding fcature 4 ice 
cloud thrcsholds (semi-transparent 
clouds), or fälling below featurc 4 water 
cloud thresholds or exceeding fcaturc 5 
thresholds (opaque mid- and high-level 
clouds). 

SCANDIA version 2: 

Same as above but, in addition as a first 
step screening, pixels fälling below the 
forecastcd surface temperature minus an 
offset valuc in feature 5. 

Cloud pixels exceeding feature 6 threshold 
(1.5"C). 

Cloucl pixels with feature 6 valucs below a 
threshold and feature 5 valucs lower than 
500 hPa temperatures. 

Opaquc clouds pixels with feature 6 
valucs below a threshold and with fcature 
5 valucs between tempcratures ofthe 700 
hPa and 500 hPa levels. 

Opaquc cloud pixels with feature 6 values 
below a threshold and feature 5 values 
higher than 700 hPa temperatures. 

Same as above but with fcaturc 7 values 
below a thrcshold. 

Pixels very close (on the eloud frce side) 
to the thrcsholds in features 1 and 4. 

Cumulonimbus. Cloud pixels with \'alucs cxceeding 
Nimbostratus thresholds in features 1, 4 and 5. 

Sub-division of Same as above but using thrcsholds 
Cumulonimbus and modificd by an offset value (to dclineate 
Nimbostratus very cold and very bright clouds). 
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thresholds (at eve1y sun elevation category) in SCANDIA will not be able to completely 
cover thc true variation of the ice and water cloud appearance due to the complex dependency 
on cloud microphysics. For example, it is clear that a water cloud with relatively !arge cloud 
droplets at cloud top leve! could potentially produce a spectral appearance in A VHRR 
channel 3 which is almost identical to an optically thick ice cloud with small ice crystals 
(compare with Figure 3.1 ). Tims, the SCANDIA separation of ice and water clouds should in 
reality better be charactcriscd as a separation of clouds with small and !arge effective cloud 
droplet radii. 

Finally, there is also one class in Table 3.2 consisting ofthe single cloud type Fog/Stratus 
which has been specifically studied. The idea here was to see ifit was possible to get 
indications on preferred geographical locations for the formation and persistence of fog and 
Stratus clouds. 
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4 THE SATELLITE DATA SET 

Satellite data from a complete ten-year period has been used in this study. The data set starts 
in February 1991 and ends in January 200 I. This partiCLtlar choice of period is explained by 
historical reasons and shows that the main motivation for starting archiving the SCANDIA 
cloud classifications was not primarily for the creation of cloud climatologies. This possibility 
slowly emerged after same years of completed archiving. The archiving facility only 
permitted the storage of cloud classification results and same limited additional original 
visible and infrared scenes. Consequently, no reprocessing of cloud classifications was 
possible from raw A VHRR scenes which has limiting implications for the quality of the data 
set. This topic is förther discussed in section 8. A fully successful archiving of the required 
NOAA A VHRR scenes (according lo Table 3.1) would theoretically result in a total number 
of 14 336 cloud classifications <luring the period. Unfortunately, due to HRPT reception 
problems, technical processing problems and unforeseen failures of operational NOAA 
satellites (NOAA-11 in September 1994 and NOAA-15 in July 2000), only 87 % (12 470) of 
the theoretically available satellite scenes have been used. The use of night and afternoon 
passages stayed al 86 % of the theoretically available scenes while the leve! of used scenes in 
the moming and in the evening was slightly higher; 89 % and 88 %, respectively. The loss of 
the night and afternoon satellite (NOAA-11) between September 1994 and March 1995 
explains the major part ofthis difference. 
Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the entire satellite data set during the period and a year-by
year summary of the degree of utilisation compared to the number of theoretically available 
scenes is shown in Table 4.1. Notice that the passage times in Figure 4.1 are given in Central 
European Time (used in Sweden) in order to give an indication of the true solar time during 
the satellite passages. To be noticed in Figure 4.1 are the following details: 

• NOAA-10 was used in the morning and in the evening until September I 991 (Sep 4) 
when it was replaced by NOAA-12. 

• NOAA-11 was used at night and in the afternoon until September 1994 (Sep 14) when it 
was abruptly !ost. It wasn't replaced by NOAA-14 until in Fcbruary 1995 (Fcbruary 28). 

• NOAA-12 was used in the morning and in the evening between September 1991 
(September 5) until September 1998 (September 13) and between July 2000 (July 23) and 
January 200 I ( due lo the loss of NOAA-15 ). In addition, data from the morning passage 
was also used in March-April I 999 <luring experiments with NOAA-15 (transmission of 
AVHRR channel 3A data at 1.6 microns). 

• Archiving problems (tape failure) lead to the loss ofall data from June 1998. 

• NOAA-15 was used in the morning and in the evening between September I 998 
(September 14) and July 2000 (July 22) when it was abruptly !ost. The reappearance of 
useful data from NOAA-15 occurred unfortunately aftcr the cnd of the studicd period (in 
February 200 I). 

The instability of satellite orbits caused considerable variation of passage times during the 
period, for some periods even outside the targeted time windows described earlier in Tablc 
3. I. This cancerns especially conditions at the end of the period when passage times for 
NOAA-12 and NOAA-14 converged and partially overlapped. The instability of orbits is 
further illustrated in Figure 4.2 which also shows the typical detailed pattern of useful 
NOAA-14 scenes day by day during one partic1tlar month (July). 
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Table 4.1 S11111111arv of'utilised compared to theoreticallv available sate/lite sce11es (%) vear 
bvyear in the period Februarv 19911111til Janum:11 2001. 

Year Total 11tilisatio11 Night Momi11g Afiemoo11 Evening 

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

1991 78 79 75 81 79 

1992 92 93 92 91 92 

1993 92 95 90 94 91 

1994 78 67 93 65 88 

1995 80 75 88 73 84 

1996 78 80 78 78 77 

1997 90 90 89 90 90 

1998 86 83 89 86 87 

1999 92 93 91 95 90 

2000 84 89 83 88 78 

2001 90 84 97 84 97 
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5 RESUL TS FOR THE NORDIC REGION - SCANDIA VERSION 1 

Results for all the cloud groups given by Table 3.2 have been compiled. Here, results 
concerning the overall group total Jh1ctiomil c/oll{/ cover are given most of the attention 
(section 5.1 ). One reason is that this is the parameter that most conveniently ean be compared 
to surfaee observations (see also section 7.1 ). Fm1hermore, the quality of this parameter 
detennines basica1ly the potential of the cloud screening method for being used in many other 
applications (e.g., for pre-processing in SST and NDVI derivations). It ean also be said that 
this parameter is a primary cloudiness parameter to be used when cheeking the quality of 
simulated cloudiness in NWP and climate models. Because of the primary importanee of this 
cloud parameter, a complcte collection of results from all individual months in the period is 
shown in Appendix 2. 

For the othcr cloud parameters (described in section 5.2), which eomplements and brings 
further details on cloud types, we must remcmber that they have to be evaluated in the light of 
the performance of the basie cloud masking method. 

5.1 Total cloud cover and cloud frequencies 

5.1.1 Seasonal and monthly means over the period 

The mean total fractional cloud cover for the four scasons Winter (December-February), 
Spring (March-May). Summer (June-August) and Autumn (September-November) is shown 
in Figure 5.1. Notice here that a11 months except January are taken from the period 1991-
2000. For January, the period 1992-200 I has been used. This means that to get ten eomplete 
winter seasons, the tenth and last one has been composed by December 2000, January 200 I 
and February 1991. To illustrate also the resulting sma11 scale features, cloud frequencies with 
the maximum 4 km pixel resolution are also shown in Figure 5.2 for the selected months of 
January, April, July and October. Notice here that the lateral discontinuity in cloud 
frequencics indicated in the central portion of the area (most elearly seen for October) is 
caused by differenees when processing images in the two areas SSWE and NSWE as 
described earlier in section 2.1. During the dark seasons, it was very common that night 
conditions prevailed in area NSWE (only IR data used) while area SSWE had twilight 
conditions (both IR and VIS data used). This caused inevitably a discontinuity in result 

unages. 

A typical feature of the cloud climate in the region is the overall high cloud amounts in the 
winter and autumn seasons, ranging from 70 to 85 % with only a small geographical 
variation. A weak minima in cloudiness is found in an area around the Swedish coast of the 
Bothnian Sea. The appearance of this minima is likely to be a result of the frequent 
occurrencc of mild winter months with strong westerly winds over the area during the 1990's 
(e.g. in 1993 and 2000 - sec Appendix 2). Weak maxima are found over the inner part of 
southern Sweden, over the Scandinavian mountain range and over the outer parts of the 
Norwegian Sea. Cloud amounts appear also to be quite high ovcr !arge areas in Finland and in 
the Baltic States, especially in winter. Howevcr, the high inland values in Finland and in 
northern Sweden are genera11y found to be too high and caused by the non-separability of 
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cloud-free vcry cold ground surfaces and mid- and high-level ice clouds (as indicated in 
Figure 2.3 ). This problem is further discusscd later in section 7.1 ). 

As a contrast to winter and autumn conditions, much less cloudiness and much larger 
geographical variations are found during the spring and summer scasons. The influence of 
seawaters and major lakes is pronounced causing drastic reductions in cloudincss, especially 
in summer. 1-!owever, one remarkable exception from this pattern is found over thc visible 
offshore parts of the Norwegian Sea. 1-!ere, cloud amounts continue to be high and cvcn 
increases slightly compared to the darker and colder scasons. Since al the same time cloucl 
amounts in the Scandinavian mountain range increase during spring and su111111er, a 
remarkable minimum in cloudiness appears in the inner part of the Norwegian Sea close to 
thc coast. This minimum is mast clearly seen during spring (mast remarkable in Figure 5.2). 
The reason for thc formation of this minimum is believed to be a combination of sevcral 
dynamical and surface-forcing mcchanisms. Convcction creatcs during the summer half of the 
year high cloud amounts in the Scandinavian mountain range ( caused by the well-known 
slopc-and-valley circulation -see Atkinson, 1981 ). The inducecl secondary circulation as well 
as the more ordinary sea-breeze circulation in the area may lead to that an area of enhanccd 
subsidence can form near the coast. Since at the same time the scawaters herc arc rclatively 
cold ( mainly due to the !arge and cold freshwatcr contributions from melting snow, 
particularly in spring), cloud formation may be cvcn further suppressed. A weak minimum of 
sca surface temperatures normally forms ncar the Norwegian coast in spring (see Karlsson, 
1995) supporting this theory. It is not likely that the cloudiness minimum is caused by largc
scale circulation patterns (i.e., casterly winds causing leeward subsidence) sincc cven <luring 
spring thc main wind direction is from the southwest in the area. Conditions in the outer part 
ofthc Norwegian Sea arc discussed further in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.4. 

\VINTER SPRING SUMMER AUTU~IN 

(%) 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Figure 5.1 Mca11 totalji-actional cloud co1·erjiJr (fiw11 lefi to right) the.four srnsons I-Vinter, 
Spring, S11111111cr and A.1111111111. Rcs11/ts arc calc11/a1ed 1\'ithin 36 bi· 36 km bins 11·ith data/i-0111 
thc entirc len rear period (nplained in sectio11 3). 
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January April July October 

Figure 5.2 Period mean of c/oud frequency (%) with 4 Ian horizontal resolution in the 
months of Janua1J1, April, July and October. 

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

(%) 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

Figure 5.3 Cloudfrequenciesfor the 111011th ofJ11z)1 in the period 1991-2000. 
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Morc details of the yearly evolution of cloudiness over the area can be found in Figure 5.4 
showing results for all individual 111onths (see also next section). As above. data for all 
111onths are fro111 1991-2000 except for January which is based on data fro111 years 1992-200 I. 
Fro111 Figure 5.4 it is clcar that, on the average, July has been the least cloudy 111011th during 
the period for 111ost places except the Scandinavian 111ountain range and the outer regions of 
the Norwegian Sea where we have su111mertime maxima of cloudiness. A cloud amount 
mini111u111 with values below 40 % is here found in the Baltic Proper to the east of Gotland 
and with individual cloud frequency 111ini111a at pixcl resolution as low as 35 %. Notice again 
cloud conditions in the Norwegian Sea with the 111ost pronounced differenccs between the 
inner and outer parts in April and in May. The 111ost eloudy month in the area during the 
period has been Nove111ber except for the Scandinavian 111ountain range where June werc the 
most cloudy and over the Norwcgian Sea where the highest cloud a111ounts were found both 
during summer and winter 111onths. An interesting mini111um in cloudiness is also founcl over 
thc Norwegian coast in September. This was 111ost probably causcd by thc occurrence of 
several Septe111ber 111onths with prevailing southerly or south-easterly winds causing a lee
effect with dccreased cloucliness in thc 111cntioned area ( e.g .. in 1994. 1995. 1998 and 2000 -
see Appendix 2). 

Studies of corresponding results of high-resolution (4-k111) cloud frequencies (as in Figure 
5.2) reveal interesting s111all-scale patterns and features. So111e of the111 are also part ly visible 
in the picturc on the front cover of this report and in othcr figures of this section. Despite this 
fact, no atte111pts to interpret features of the very finest scales close to the maxi111u111 spatial 
resolution has been 111ade herc. The reason is that. due to the inherent navigation errors 
111cntioned in seetion 3. thcir existenee eannot be guaranteed in reality. For exa111ple. !arge 
navigation errors (-5-10 km) would easily result in false clouds due to inappropriate sunglint 
treat111ent. The sunglint treat111ent is only in efTeet where ocean and lakes are assu111ed to be 
located according to the used land 111ask (feature 3 in Tablc 2.2). lf therc is a 111is111atch 
between the land 111ask and the navigatecl i111agc, false clouds 111ay appear at sunglint viewing 
angles in lake and sea regions erroneously assu111ed to be land pixels. This will create patterns 
that correlate with coastlines and it is evident that sueh patterns are visible in same of the 
figures. For exa111ple. errors of this kind can be noticed and suspected for the island of Öland 
(in thc south-eastern part of Sweden) and for the lake Vättern (inland lake of southern 
Swcden) in Figure 5.2. The appearance of syste111atic dcparturcs fro111 the targeted satellitc 
viC\l·ing geo111etry has recently bccn reportcd by Brune! and Marsouin (2000) and 111ay to a 
!arge extent explains these very s111all scale featurcs. Thus. the achicved results in this study 
for seales below approxi111atcly I 0 k111 111ust be used with great eare considering the possible 
navigation errors. Futurc studies with morc accuratc navigation 111ethods are suggestecl for 
successful retrieval ofthe very fine-scale patterns. 
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Figure 5.4 Mccm mcmthlv total fi-actional cloud cover (%) over the e11tire _rear in 36 km 
rcso/11r;on. 
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5.1.2 The annua/ cycle of c/oudiness 

The annual cycle of cloudiness over the area was earlier indicated by the monthly mcans 
shown in Figure 5.4. In this section, a more detailed description is shown for some selected 
places in the area. Figure 5.5 gives an overview ofthe positions ofthese places. The criterion 
for their selection has bcen to choose positions from where no or only very limited cloud 
observations havc bccn reported beforc ( e.g., over the Baltic and Norwegian Seas and in thc 
Scandinavian mountain range). In addition, also cloucl observations from some selected 
islands, coastal and inland positions, major lakes and some major cities in the area will be 
shown. For each position, the mean cloud cover has been calculated from cloud frequencies 
dcfined in 36-by-36 km bins (i.e., based 011 9-by-9 pixel regions). Figures 5.6-5.7 show the 
annual course of cloud cover computed as daily means (thin line) and five-day mcans 
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Figure 5.5 Sell!C!ed placesfor l'is11alisario11 of"rhe derailed a11111wl cour.,·c of"c/011di11ess i11 rhe 
.following Figures 5.6-5.7. 
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(thick line with shading beneath) over the entire ten-year period for the selectcd positions. 
Figure 5.6 shows results for positions in southern Scandinavia and Figure 5. 7 results from 
northern Scandinavia and so111e capita! cities in the area. 

In Figurc 5.6 we notice the pronounced annual cycle of cloudincss over sea areas with a 
su111merti111e 111ini111u111 and winterti111e 111axi111um. Also for lake Vänern, a si111ilar annual 
cycle can be scen but with a slightly s111allcr a111plitudc. The largest a111plitucle is seen for the 
two positions in the Baltic Proper which have winter cloud a111ounts close lo 80 % and 
su111111er cloucl a111ounts close to 35 %. For 111ost positions (except s0111e in northern 
Scandinavia), an absolute cloudiness 111axi111u111 is seen in Nove111ber whilc the corresponding 
ti111e in su111111cr for the annual 111ini111u111 varies slightly betwecn the positions. The variation 
in cloud conditions on thc short ti111c scale (~weekly) is considerable and it is obvious that 
therc are also !arge individual differcnccs bctween the studied positions. Only two fcatures on 
the short ti111e scale appear to be co111111011 for all positions and thesc are: 

• Existencc of a cloudiness 111ini111u111 in Dece111ber (valucs drop fro111 75-80 % in Nove111ber 
to 60-65 '1/c, in Dece111bcr) 

• Higher cloud a111ounts in Junc than in May and July 

S0111e of the positions ( Skagerakk, Vänern and possibly also Bothnian Sea) appear to have a 
distinct cloudiness 111ini111u111 in May which is not seen for other positions here. Otherwise, thc 
variation appears largely to be rando111 and not connected lo cloudiness features on a larger 
scale. 

The results for the Baltic Sea coastal or island positions (Öland and Klaipcda) are very si111ilar 
to the results found for positions in the Baltic Proper. A s111all but discernible difference is 
that the 111ini111u111 cloud a111ounts in su111111er are generally not as low as for the positions 
offshore. I-Iowevcr. it is re111arkable how si111ilar results arc for the position Öland and for 
Baltic Proper south. At Öland. it see111s as the sca-breeze circulation forced by the 111ainland in 
the north-western clirection effcctively prevents thc for111ation of convective cloud elc111ents 
over the adjaccnt land portion of Öland. 

The sa111e short ti111e-scalc features as could be seen for the Baltic Proper positions in Figure 
5.6 is gcnerally also seen for the coastal/island positions at Öland and Klaipeda. However, 
these are not always easy to isolate fro111 a 111orc or less rando111 variation of cloudincss with 
ti111e on the short ti111e-scale. A noteworthy feature is the rather high cloud a111ounts in 
Nove111ber and February/March for Klaipeda co111parcd to previously studicd positions. At 
Klaipcda, also secondary 111ini111a in clomliness in August and in the end of Scptc111ber can be 
seen. Si111ilar features were also found for positions al Gdansk and Bornhol111 (not shown 
here) although not as pronounccd. 

Cloud conditions at thc two inland positions Växjö and Malung in Figure 5.6 differ to so111e 
cxtcnt fro111 the previously discussed positions. An annual cycle in cloudiness is clearly seen 
for Växjö but the a111plitudc is now re111arkably decrcascd. However. for Malung the 
a111plitudc has decreased even further and it is hardly visible. Herc. cloud a111ounts in Fcbruary 
are al111ost co111patible with su111111crti111e cloud a111ounts. The short-ter111 variation is very largc 
for both positions and see111ingly with no significant correlation. Nevertheless, it is interesting 
to notice the cloudincss 111ini111u111 in Dcce111ber. a fcaturc that has been com111011 for all 
previously stucliecl positions. 
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For the inland position in the most northern part ofthe area (Sodankylä) in Figure 5.7 there is 
alm ost no sign of an annual cycle of cloudiness. Cloud amounts are close to 65 % throughout 
the year, although with considerable variation on the short time-scale. Thus, from this result 
and the results from positions Växjö and Malung in Figure 5.7, we may conclude that with 
increasing distance from the central portions of the Baltic Sea (the Baltic Proper), the 
amplitude in the annual cycle of cloudiness decreases for inland stations in Scandinavia. 

The results for the position in the Scandinavian mountain range in Figure 5.7 (Kebnekaisc) 
are very similar to results at Sodankylä but differ in one important aspect: A summertime 
maximum in cloudiness is visible. Results at Kebnekaise show maximum cloud amounts in 
June and July. This maximum is likely to be caused by the summe1time thermal heating 
differences between mountain sides and surrounding valleys or low-land areas. Thesc heating 
differences are the driving mechanism for the slope-and-valley wind circulation systems 
resulting in cloud formation at mountain ridges (described by Atkinson, 1981 and illustrated 
later in Figurc 9.1 ). 

The found summertime maximum in cloudiness over the mountain peaks of the Scandinavian 
mountain range (clearly visible in Figure 5.2 for July) is considered to be a rcliable feature 
and not caused by separability problems (e.g. between snow cover and clouds). Wet snow 
surfaces and clouds may be confused but only in cases when using scenes with !arge viewing 
angles being close to sunglint conditions but these scenes have been avoided in the 
SCANDIA cloud climatology. Furthem1ore, the areas with snow cover are very small in the 
mountains during the summer season and not as extensive as the indicated areas with high 
cloud amounts. It seems also unrealistic that the cloud separation should have particular 
problems during the summer season when the amount of useful information in multispectral 
imagery isat maximum (high sun elevations, no risk of strong surface temperature inversions, 
etc.). 

For the pos1t1on over the Norwegian Sea in Figure 5.7, we can also see a summertime 
maximum in cloudiness very similar to the results for the Scandinavian mountain range. 
However, this maximum is not pronounced for positions closer to the Norwegian eoast where 
instead a minimum in cloudiness can be seen earlier in spring. A pronounced cloudiness 
minimum is here scen for inner positions in Norwegian Sea where cloud amounts are 
decreasing from approximately 70 % in early spring down to 55 % in April and May to 
become higher again in June and July. These interesting results are discussed fu1ther in 
section 5.2.1. 

The results for the capita! cilies in Figure 5. 7 does not show remarkable features deviating 
significantly from what has been seen for the previous positions. They are therefore left 
uncommented here being shown more for curiosity. 

Another possibility for showing the annual coursc of cloudiness in the area is to use the 
presentation form of the so-called Hovmöller diagram, i.e., a time and space plot describing 
the annual evolution of cloudiness over a specific geographical region or cross-section. Figure 
5.8 show results for two such cross-sections, one ranging from northern Gcrmany over the 
south-western part of Scandinavia to the n01thern part of the Norwegian Sea and another 
ranging from the Polish coast over the entire south-to-north extension of the Baltie Sea 
reaching the northern pa,t of Finland. Cloud amounts have here been caleulatecl in 36-by-36 
km squares and averaged over five days using data from the entire ten-year period. 
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Figure 5.8 Two Hovmö/ler diagrams slw-wing the average annual course of cloudiness (in % 
- see text) for two cross-sections displayed to the left of the top and bottom panels (reference 
image to the left shmvs a.fternoon cloud.frequencies in June). 
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The cross section over the Baltic Sea (upper panel in Figure 5.8) shows how remarkably 
sim ilar conditions are over the sea surfaces even if the geographical extension is considerable. 
Low cloud amounts are here generally found during the months May through August while 
cloud amounts are relatively high (at some places even higher than ovcr neighbouring land 
areas) in autumn and winter. Cloud conditions change, however, rapidly in the northern 
section over thc land surfacc portion. Here, cloud amounts are high throughout the year 
( compare also with position Sodankylä in Figure 5. 7). 

For the second and morc westward cross-section in the area (the lower panel in Figure 5.8), a 
pronounced annual cycle of cloudincss is clearly visible in ils southern patt. Notice here the 
bi-modal separation of the cloudincss minima in spring and in summcr for Lake Vänern and 
the southern part of the Baltic Sea, respectively. In the northem part of the cross section, a 
minimum in cloudiness is again found in spring and in early summer near the Lofoten area 
but otherwise conditions during the summer half of the year are very cloudy as opposed lo 
conditions in the southcrn part. Notice again thc cloudiness maximum in summer appearing al 
the crossing point of the Scandinavian mountain range. Another interesting feature is the 
cloudiness maximum found in November (seen in both panels of Figure 5.8). 

It is interesting lo see that some cloudiness features cxtcnd over the entire geographical range 
of the cross-sections ( e.g., cloud maximum in February, April and October/November and 
cloud minimum in mid-December) whilc others are much more local and short-lived. The full 
meaning ofthese features, i.e., whether they are true climatological features or (perhaps more 
likely) caused by the natura! climate variability, is not possiblc to evaluate completely here. 
Data from much longer lime series is probably nccessary for making finn conclusions. 
However, what could be said is that the data available here does not support the existence of 
some of the cloudiness and climate featurcs that are often referred to by local tradition in 
Scandinavia. For example, there is no cvidence of the existence of a period with sunny and 
warm weather in the first weeks of October, in Swedish denoted "Brittsommar" (the 
American equivalencc is "Indian summer"). If existing. this phenomcnon has a vc1y "wcak" 
statistical signaturc, much weaker than many other featurcs that can be scen on the time scalc 
of a decade. 

5.1.3 lnter-annua/ variability of cloudiness 

It is obvious from the results shown in the previous section that the variation in cloudiness 
from year to year is considerable (e.g., as indicated by the wide scatter scen in Figs 5.6-5.8). 
A closer examination of cloud frcqucncics for individual months (shown in Appendix 2) 
reveals also a tremendous variation between individual months as well as betwccn individual 
years. To give an illustrating example, individual monthly cloud frcqucncies for the selcctcd 
111011th of July for all ten years are displayed in Figure 5.3. 

It is seen that during these ten ycars mcan cloud frequencies have varied remarkably as an 
effect of the dominating weather regimes over the area. For a month dominatcd by 
anticyclonic circulation conditions (e.g. 1991, 1994 and 1997), cloud frequencies as low as 
between 10-30 % are found in many places in thc southern part, generally with the lowest 
valucs over the Baltic Proper. As a contrast. months dominatecl by cyclonic circulation 
patterns (e.g., 1993, 1998 and 2000) gave cloud frequencies exceecling 50 % in almost the 
entire area with values as high as 80-90 % in some parts (particularly in thc Scandinavian 
mountain range, over the Norwegian Sea and in Northcrn Finland). Thcre are also sevcral 
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years with very different conditions in the southern and northern part of the area (e.g., 1992, 
1995 and 1999). 

Results indicate that the inter-annual variability is strongest in the summer half of the year 
while in winter the variation is rather small. However, due to specific problems for cloud 
classification methods <luring the winter season (to be discussed later in more detail in section 
7.1 ), the shown variability for this season is generally underestimated by the SCANDIA 
version I mode!. The main reason is that <luring anticyclonic winter conditions cloudiness is 
generally overestimated. Tims, we should expect to have a significant inter-annual variability 
in cloudiness also for winter months, although probably not with the same amplitude as for 
summer months. 

The quality of SCANDIA cloud classifications <luring winter could be expected to vary 
according to the dominating flow regimes with the most problematic conditions associated 
with flow patterns generating very cold winter situations. A way to reduce or isolate these 
defects could be to separate results for relatively warm and windy winter months from the 
corresponding results of cold and calm winter months. Tims, it is here suggested that cloud 
climatologies for the different weather regimes associated with high North Atlantic 
Oscillation (NAO) index values could be assembled with reasonable quality while the more 
dubious results for months of low NAO indices could be isolated. Table 5.1 shows how the 
winter in the ten-year period can be grouped according to four NAO index categories. The 
mean cloud cover corresponding to each ofthe groups is shown in Figure 5.9. The used NAO 
index values have been supplied by the Climate Research Unit (CRU) of the University of 
East Anglia (Jones et al., 1997) and are based on the monthly mean pressure differences 
between Stykkisholmur (Iceland) and Gibraltar. Notice that the winter season has here been 
extended to includc also March (following the convention used by CRU). 

Table 5.1 Calegorisalion of" wi11ler 1110111'1s in lhe period Februmy 1991 lo Janumy 2001 
accordi11g lo 1110111'1/y NAO i11dicesji"0111 CRU. 

NAO-inclex Winter n1onths 

category (Dec, Jan, Feb, lVIar) 
Very High NAO index 1992: Feb 1995: Feb 

(NAO > +3) 1993: Jan 1997: Feb 
1994: Mar 2000: Feb 

High NAO index 1991: Dec 1995: Jan, Mar 
(+l <NAO<+3) 1992: Mar 1997: Mar 

1993: Dcc,Mar 1998: Feb,Mar,Dec 
1994: Jan, Dec 1999: Feb, Dec 

Low NAO index 1991: Feb 1997: Dec 
(-1 <NAO<+l 1992: Jan, Dec 1998: Jan 

1993: Feb 1999: Jan, Mar 
1994: Feb 2000: Jan, Mar 
1996: Feb 2001: Jan 

Very Low NAO index 1991: Mar 1997: Jan 
(NAO < -1) 1995: Dec 2000: Dec 

1996: Jan, Dec, Mar 
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Figure 5.9 Mean 111011thlv cloud coverfi,r thefimr NAO index categories gi,,e11 in Table 5.1. 

The actual choice of the four NAO index categories was based on the wish to get a more or 
less symmetrical distribution of winter months <luring the period. However, it must be 
remembered that the NAO index <luring the l 990's has been relatively high compared to 
previous periods. For example, the mean winter NAO index value between December-March 
has been above zero for all years except for 1996. Consequently, a bias towards high NAO 
index values is seen in this material. 

It is seen in Figure 5.9 that the four NAO index categories give risc to quite different 
cloudiness patterns in the SCANDIA climatologies. For the Very High NAO index category a 
very clear depression in the cloudiness field is fonned over southern and central Scandinavia. 
Tims, a minimum in cloudiness is found in the lee of the Scandinavian mountain range and 
cspecially ils southern part, which could be anticipated due to lee and föhn wind effects. 
Further lo the north, high cloud amounts are scen in most placcs. For the High NAO index 
category the cloudiness minimum has dccreased in dcpth and cloud amounts are generally 
higher in most placcs. For the Low NAO category cloud amounts stmt to dccrcasc in the 
central and nmthcrn part of Scandinavia and for the Very Low NAO index category a distinct 
minimum is even more evident and wider spread. In the latter case, cloud amounts have also 
gcnerally decreased in most places. 

It is reasonable that wc should find lower cloud amounts in case of low NAO index values 
over Scandinavia since this indicates a higher likelihood of periods with wintertime 
anticyclones. However, it is likely that the indicated decrease in cloudiness is insufficient 
when knowing about the experienced problems for SCANDIA in vcry cold winter situations. 
An attempt to quantify these possible errors and the quality difference betwcen thc various 
NAO groups in Table 5.1 is made later in section 7.1. 
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5. 1.4 The diurnal cycle of cloudiness 

From Table 3.1, it is seen that the cloud climatology may be sub-divided into four groups with 
separate observation times. Consequently, it should be possible to get a rough description of 
the di urna I cycle of cloudiness consisting af mean conditions at night, in the morning, in the 
afternoon and in the evening. However, notice that same deviations from the time-windows 
described in Table 3.1 have occurred in the period due to drifting satellite orbital times (see 
Figure 4.1 ). In particular the night and afternoon passages have been unstable in this respect. 

Figure 5.10 shows the mean diurnal cycle of cloud cover for the four seasons. As expected, a 
pronounced diurnal cycle can be seen for the spring and summer seasons over land areas. 
Notice the high correlation of the shape of the cloudiness field and the coastlines in the 
afternoon. Further details on a very small scale can be seen in Figure 5.11 showing mean 
cloud frequencies in July. A closer view of the aftemoon conditions in July can also be seen 
in the picture an the front cover af this repo1t. One can easily identify major lakes and islands 
directly from the cloudiness field in the afternoon. It is also interesting to notice that near 
coastlines oriented from south-to-north on the eastem side of seawaters (e.g., along the 
Finnish coast) clouds appear to have penetrated rather far inland. As a contrast, near 
coastlines on the western side rather high cloud frequencies are found near the coastline and 
even a bit offshore. A probable explanation is that convective cloud elements have been 
affected by advection by a mean westerly wind in the area. Consequently, a sea-breeze front 
and its associated cloudiness appear to have been more easily advected out over the sea 
surfaccs on a western coast than on an eastern coast. 

Although the corresponding amplitude in cloudiness vanatlons is comparably small, also 
results <luring winter and autumn seasons in Figure 5.10 indicate the existence of a diurnal 
cycle. Here, thc variation has a reversed sign with a maximum of cloudiness <luring moming 
and afternoon. However, this feature is found to be quite unrealistic. It was found to be caused 
by an inadequate treatment in SCANDIA of anisotropic reflection (i.e., mainly enhanced 
forward-scattering) from both snow-free and snow-covered land surfaces during conditions 
when the sun is close to the horizon at the satellite observation time. This is also supported by 
the fäet that highest cloud amounts are found in the south-eastem part for the moming 
passages and in the southern or south-western part in the afternoon passages ( following the 
movement and direction ofthe sun). 
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Figure 5.10 The diurnal cvc!e ol c/olf(/ cm·er (11ight, murning, C1fiemoo11, c,·c11i11g) for all 
jour seC1so11s esti111C1ted in 36 km hori::cmtC1! resolutio11 o,·er tlw e11tire te11-_,·eC1r period. 
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Night Morning Afternoon Evening 

Figure 5.11 The diurnal cycle af 4-km resolution cloud frequencies (night, morning, 
afternoon, evening) for the month af July estimated over the entire ten-year period. 
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Figure 5.12 Seasonal 111ea11 of the contribution ta the 4-km resolution total cloud frequency 
from semi-transparent Cirrus clouds. 
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5.2 The separation into various cloud groups 

5.2.1 Opaque cloud groups 

The opaque cloud groups arc scparated from semi-transparent clouds mainly by the fäet that 
these clouds do not exhibit a significant brightncss temperature difference between AVHRR 
channels 4 and 5. This should mean that, if assuming that the basic cloud detection schcmc 
has been successful, the measured signal originates entirely from the cloud itself and no 
contribution from the underlying clouds or ground surface is included. Consequcntly, it is 
then assumed that the cloud top temperature will be close to thc mcasurcd brightness 
tempcraturc in A VHRR channel 4. This assumption is most often valid since the additional 
radiance contribution from atmospheric water vapour is generally small at high latitudes and 
at low satellite zenith angles. A separation of the opaque clouds into three main cloud groups 
with dilTerent maximum cloud top altitudes can then be made by comparison with 
temperatures at standard pressurc levels as described in Table 3.2. The tcmpcrature 
information is here taken from objective ana lyses of the HIRLAM forccasting system. These 
analyses were available at six-hourly intervals in a horizontal resolution of approximately 55 
km. However, for the SCANDIA Version I modeL area averages for the two processing areas 
SSWE and NSWE were calculated and used. 

Figure 5.13 shows the seasonal contribution to the total fractional cloud cover (discussed in 
thc previous section 5.1) from the three opaque cloud groups. For a proper interpretation of 
these results one must bear in mind that the satellite viewing perspective generally does not 
allow the detection of cloud layers beneath the topmost layer in case of multi-layered clouds. 
This means that the results for the medium and low levels in Figure 5.13 only refer to the 
cases when no upper leve! clouds wcre present. Tims, only results for the high-level cloud 
group can here be interpreted as being an estimate of a true climatology whilc results for the 
other two cloud groups will definitely underestimate cloud amounts of a true climatology. 

The opaquc high-level cloudiness show a scasonal variation over the area with high values 
during the autumn and winter scasons (especially over the Scandinavian mountain range) an 
lower values in spring and in summcr. However, a substantial contribution (hcrc above 20 %) 

is generally found also <luring the !alter seasons over the Scandinavian mountain range. The 
increased values ovcr the entire area <luring autumn and cspccially during winter are expected 
due to the highcr frequency and intensity of extratropical cyclones over the area during those 
seasons. However. the very high values over land areas in thc northcrn part of Scandinavia are 
found to be quitc unrealistic. I-Iere. frequent mis-classification of very cold cloud-free land 
areas occurred and resulted in erroneous clouds ofthe Nimbostratus and Cumulonimbus cloud 
types. 

For the medium- and low-level opaque clouds, quite different rcsults arc found. In spring and 
summer seasons, both cloud groups correlate in rcspect of both amount and Iocation although 
the low-level cloud group shows slightly higher amounts over the land areas. cspecially 
during summer (due to cumulus cloud activity). The reason for the high correlation ofthe two 
cloud groups is most probably that the separation into the two groups is highly artificial and 
not basecl on areal difference in reality. For example. convcctive clouds will initially form as 
Iow-levcl clouds (small cumulus) and later evolve into meclium-Ievel clouds (cumulus 
congcstus). Furthennore, the Stratocumulus and Altocumulus cloud types are often fonned by 
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the same mechanisms and the separation inta two different altitude groups is therefore a bit 
mis-leading. 

Notice in partic1ilar the high contributions over the Scandinavian mountain range and over the 
Norwegian Sea in spring and in summer. We can thus conclude that the maximum in cloud 
amounts previously found in summer over the Norwegian Sea (campare with Figure 5.2) 
consists almost entirely af clouds at low and medium levets. Unfortunately, also here we can 
identify same ai1efacts in the climatologies, namely the very high contributions over land 
areas in the mast northern part in spring. This is another example af the SCANDIA cloud 
classification problems occurring when the sun is close ta the horizon (discussed previously 
in section 5.1.4). More problems are also indicated for the winter and spring seasons. For 
example, a striking lack of low-lcvel clouds is seen over the not1hern pai1 af Scandinavia. The 
explanation here is that fog and stratus clouds were frequently mis-classified as medium-leve! 
clouds (altocumulus) during the cold seasons. These clouds often fonn in or below a strong 
near-surface temperature inversion which means that the cloud top temperature rnay be 
rclatively low and often lower than the 700 hPa temperature, thus giving rise ta the mis
classification (campare with Figure 2.3). Unfortunately, another important explanation is that 
stratus clouds often remained undetected in the particular area during very cold winter 
conditions. This problem is discussed further in section 7.1. 

5.2.2 Semi-transparent Cirrus clouds 

Referring to the definition of the opaque clouds discussed in the previous section, the semi
transparent Cirrus clouds are identificd as those cloud pixels having a significant brightness 
temperature difference between AVHRR channels 4 and 5 (i.e., at least 1.5 - 2.5 degrecs 
colder in AVHRR channel 5). This difference occurs when radiances from two radiation 
sources, here the cloud layer and lhe underlying ground surface ar ground surface, are mixed 
which resulls in a sum of lwo conlributing effects of lhc same sign: 

1. "Artificial" differencc due lo non-linear differences af the spectral response in the two 
spectral channels (e.g., as discussed by Matson et al., 1987 and Coakley and Brelherlon. 

1982 ). 
2. Cirrus cloud-specific difference due ta differenl cloud transmittances for ice clouds in lhe 

lwo A VHRR channels (discussed by Inoue, 1987 and Html, 1973 ). 

Also a third conlribution lo lhe brighlness lemperature difference exists, namely lhe 
contribution from the atmospheric water vapour. The second tenn above generally dominates 
over the first term and the atmospheric water vapour term for thin Cirrus clouds. Thus, semi
transparent Cirrus clouds arc mast likely here for cases of the above mentioned tcmperature 
differences while fractional or semi-transparent water clouds (discussed in section 5.2.6) 
nonnally show small tcmperaturc differenccs. 

Results for semi-transparent Cirrus clouds for all four scasons are shown in Figure 5.12. As 
for thc opaque high-level clouds, we have significantly higher contributions from semi
transparcnt cirrus in autumn and in winter compared to in spring and in summer. A 
remarkable feature is the very high contribution over sea areas in autumn and in winter, 
especially over the Norwcgian Sea. This diffcrence bctween land and sea areas is believed ta 
be ta a great deal arlificial. The described method ta identify semi-transparent Cirrus clouds 
requires in its definition a rather large tcmperature differcnce belween the cloud laycr and lhe 
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underlying surfacc. Consequently, thc probability for detection of scmi-transparent cirrus 
clouds is higher over relativcly wann, cloud-free and ice-free sea surfaces than over cold land 
surfäces <luring thc colder and darker scasons. This mcans that the amount of thin Cim1s 
clouds is probably underestimatcd in thc area over land smfaccs. The same effoct probably 
causes the apparent minimum in the contribution over the Scandinavian mountain range in 
spring and in summer. Nevertheless, it is intcresting to find rathcr high contributions eastward 
of thc mountain range whieh could indicate a rather frequent occurrence of lee-wave cirrus 
over thc area (an cxtreme case is illustrated bclow in Figure 5.14). 

Figure 5.14 lee-11m'e cirrus formed eastward 11{ 1he Scandinavian 111011111ai11 ra11ge i11 a 
110r!IH1·esrerh' armospheric flo\1' pallem. Picture Ji'0/11 the infi'ared clw1111e/ 4 of NOAA 
AVHRR.fi'om Mm· JO 2001 m 05: 1 I UTC over w·rn SCAN (c,ee Figure 2. l). 

5.2.3 lce and water clouds 

The two groups ice and water clouds werc fonned by merging the opaque high-level and 
semi-trnnsparent Cirrus cloud groups into the ice cloud group and by merging the two low
and medium-leve! cloud groups into the water cloud group. Resulting high-resolution cloud 
frequencies are shown in Figure 5.15. Wc recognise again some of the features clescribed for 
thc opaque clouds and for thc semi-transparent cirrus clouds. Observe that the apparent 
difforenees 011 the very small scale for ice cloucls in autumn and in winter (e.g., identifying 
Lake Viinem, Lake Vällcrn and the islam! of Öland in southern Sweclcn) an: basically 
arlificial as discussed earlicr in section 5.2.2. An intcresting ice eloud feature is the maximum 
castward (leeward) of the Scmulinavian mountain range in sumrncr inclicating the frequent 
occurrence of lec-wave cirrus clouds (mentioned earlier). 

Notice for thc water cloud results that we can now idcntify a clear land-sea difference in the 
spring and surnmer seasons re11ccting the more frequcnt formation of convective cumulus 
clouds over land. Similarly, a high cumulus convection activity 1s also indicated over the 
pcaks of the Scandinavian mountain range. Here, water clouds appear to persist during more 
than 50 % of' the time. In addition, Figurc 5.15 once again emphasiscs thc largc contribution 
from water clouds O\'er thc Norwcgian Sea (almost 60 %) in summer. 

The wintcr results for water cloucls appcar unrealistic witli a frcquent occurn:nce in the 
southern part but almost 110 occurrence in the northern part. This can at least partly be 
e,plained by the fact that water clouds are assumed by SCAl\DIA to show a negative of 
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Ice clouds 

Water clouds 
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Figure 5.15 Seasonal ji-equencies of ice clouds (top) and water clouds (bottom) in 4-km 
horizontal resolution. 

brightness temperature difference between A VHRR channels 3 and 4 during dark conditions 
(see Figure 2.3 and Eyre et al., 1984). However, in very cold winter situations stratus and fog 
may contain a mixture between ice crystals and water droplets and this might lead to that 
those clouds could remain undetected. This could be one explanation for the remarkably low 
frequencies of water clouds in the northern part of the area. On the other hand, snow covered 
ground should have a suppressing effect regarding the formation of near-surface fog due to 
the different thermodynamical properties of ice and water (higher water vapour saturation 
pressure over water surfaces than over ice surfaces). It is unfortunately not possible to 
estimate the relative importance of these two factors based solely on the contents of the 
SCANDIA cloud climatology. 
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5.2.4 Fog and Stratus 

An important contribution lo the water cloud group and the opaque low-level cloud group 
comes from the Fog/Stratus clmtd catcgory. This category is basically separated from other 
low-level cloud types by having ve1y small valucs in the texture feature indicating a very 
homogeneous cloud top temperature on a small horizontal scale. Figurc 5.16 shows the 
resulting mean seasonal frequcncies of stratus/fog ovcr the area. 

We noticc that the Fog and Stratus category show many fcatures which are similar to the 
previously discussed water and opaque low-lcvel cloud groups. For example, a pronounced 
summertirne maximum is scen ovcr the >lorwcgian Sea indicating that a !arge fraction of the 
clouds here comes from stratifonn low-level clouds. The defect with suspected too low 
frequencies in the northern part of the area as seen for water clouds is seen also here. 
However. notice that a pronounced land-sea differencc is scen in winter with highcr 
frequencics over land. Even individual lakes appcar to affect results in a similar way (e.g .. 
Lake Vättern in southcrn Swcden). In spring, frequencies over land decrease whilc 
frequcncies ovcr sea surfaces (e.g .. over thc Baltic Proper) rcmain relatively high. A probable 
cause could be an increased frequcncy of advection fog ovcr the cold seawaters in spring 
while thc frequency of radiation fog over land decreases. Unfortunatcly, occasionally same 
mis-classificd sunglint may contaminate results for the morning passages which makes thc 
high values ovcr the Baltic Sca in spring slightly uncertain. In summer, stratus and fog 
frequencies are low over land areas even if some regions (e.g., the south-western part of 
Sweden and over Danish Jutland) show slightly higher values. lnteresting is here that the 
highest frequencies over land areas are found at night which is also true in spring. This agrces 
well with obscrvational expericnce from e.g. synoptical stations. ln autunm, frequencies o\·cr 
land surfaces increase while thc surn111c1ti111e maximum over the Norwcgian Sca disappears. 
The highcst frequencies over land occur for 1110s t places in autumn ( except in thc most south
wcstern part wherc winter frequencies are higher). 

It should be mentioncd that the results in or near thc Scandinavian mountain range (genernlly 
showing ve1y low f'requencies) are not realistic. The problem is that it is not possiblc to use a 
tcxture feature hcre to isolate stratus/fog clouds from other cloud types duc to the effects 
caused by the steep and highly varying topography. 

Once again, one must rernember that the rcsults in Figurc 5.16 deal only with thc cases whcn 
there are no upper leve! clouds above the stratus or fog layer. Thus, rcsults hcrc cannot be 
rcfcrrecl to as true fög or stratus climatologies. However, since thc formation of rndiation fog 
normally requircs cloud-frec conditions. one could hopc that a major part of the cases of 
radiation fog is capturcd. Sincc the mcasmed frequcncies arc genernlly very low (espccially in 
summcr), the ten-year period is probably too short for establishing a finn knowledge of the 
true strntus/fog occurrence and ils relation to small-scalc geographical features which could 
be of importance for e.g., an airport location. Longer time series are probably needecl hcre as 
well as an irnproved image navigation accuracy. In addition, it is wcll-known that even stratns 
and fog cloud decks may havc quitc a substantial variation of cloud top temperatures which 
means that a \ cry accuratc separation of the slratus and fog cloucl catcgory from other low
kvel cloud categories by the proposed mcthod is probably not possible. Tims, a !arge nurnber 
of stratLts and fog cases have most probably been assigned to the Stratocumulus cloud 
category (or even the altocumulus cloud catcgory during winter as discussed in section 5.2.1 ). 
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Figure 5.16 Seasonalfi"equencies o.f stratus(fog in 4-km horizontal resolution. 
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Figure 5.17 Frequency o.f occurrence of moderately-to-heavy precipitating clouds for the 
winter season (lejt) and the absolute nwnber (occurred cases) o.f 111oderate~J1-to-lteavy 
precipitating clouds in the a.fternoon du ring tlte summer ha(( of the year (rigltt) in the period 
FebrumJ1 1991 to Janua1J' 2001. 

5. 2. 5 Precipitating clouds and deep convective c/ouds 

The SCANDIA attempt to identify precipitating cloud types gave results very similar to the 
previously shown results for the opaque high-level cloud group in section 5.2.1. As expected 
from the experience of many previous VIS/IR precipitation estimation studies (e.g., as 
reported by Allam et al., 1993), very limited skill was shown when comparing to precipitation 
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climatologies from the available ground measurements of accumulated precipitation over the 
area. For example, the pronounced inland precipitation maximum near the south-western 
coast ofSweden is hardly visible in lhe satellite estimations. This is explained by the low timc 
resolution in satellite observations and the fundamental problem of identifying precipitation 
from only the cloud top appearance. 

Neverthcless, it is believed that some useful information could be extracted from the 
infonnation as regards the occwTence of deep convective cloudiness over the area. 
Information on the occurrence of deep convection has earlier been repo11ed based on data 
from geostationary satellites (e.g., Morel et al., 1997 and Morel and Senesi, 1998) taking 
advanlage of the high temporal image resolution. It is here suggested that similar results could 
be achievcd by use of very long lime-series of data (compensating for the low temporal 
resolution) from the polar satellites. lnteresting aspects here are the spatial distribution of 
Curnulonimbus douds (Are there prefe1Ted regions?) and the frequency of convect1ve clouds 
over thc Baltic Sea (How frequent is the summertime convective precipitation over the Baltic 
Sea compared to over land areas?). The ten-year cloud climatology could possibly give some 
indications on conditions here prior to eveutually receiving final answers by a future 
advanced use ofweathcr radar information. 

Figure 5.17 shows the frcquency of moderately-to-heavy precipitating clouds in the wintcr 
season and, in addition, spccifically the afternoon conditions in the summer half of the year. 
This analysis is based on SCANDIA classified pixels being labelled as Nimbostratus or 
Cmnulonimhus clouds and, in addition, having feature I and 5 values excccding additional 
and increased thresholds. This would yield an additional labelling as being precipitating 
moderately-to-heavy. Even if this admittedly isa subjective and qualitative labelling, it could 
give valuable insights into the question of the occurrence of deep convection over the area. 
Similar studies have earlier been published for low and medium latitude regions based on 
geostationary imagery with a high temporal resolution but no attempts have so far been made 
over high latitudes by using imagery with low temporal resolution from polar. For this to 
bccome realistic and JUstified, a very long time series of data is required and it is here 
suggested that the SCANDIA cloud climatology could be worth llying for this purpose. 

Beginning with the afternoon results for the summer half of the year (April-September) in 
Figure 5.17 (to the right - being juclged as the most reliable of the two). it is scen that there is 
a pronounced differencc between land and sea regions in the area with much highcr 
frequencies of cleep convcctive clouds over land areas. Largcr lakes ( e.g., Lake Vänern) arc 
scen to be able to suppress frequcncies while smaller lakes (e.g., Lake Vättern) are not founcl 
to affect results at all. High frequencies are found over the Scandinavian mountain range, in 
the inner and castern pai1 of southern Sweden, over all land areas south of the Baltic Sea and 
over central Finland. The very high frequencies found in the Scandinavian mountain range 
could to a large extent be due to orographic enhancement effects affecting Nimbostratus 
clouds rathcr than causing deep convective clouds of the Curnulonimbus type. However, a 
considerable fraction can also comc from true convective precipitation in connection to the 
clouds formed by slope-and-valley wind circulation systems. 

The effcct of a diffcrentially advccted sca breeze front (discussecl previously in section 5.1.4) 
is clearly scen also here. Land areas with low frequencies of deep convective clouds are found 
near the south-western coast of Sweden close to Lake Viinern, thc eastern part of central and 
northern Sweden and thc most northern and southern parts of Finland. As regards conditions 
over thc Baltic Sca, it is scen that the frcquency is reduced by ahnost a factor of four over thc 
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Bothnian Sea and the Baltic Proper compared lo over nearby land areas. However, for the 
most southern part of the Baltic Sea frequencies are significantly higher. This is probably 
caused by the fäet that Cumulonimbus clouds associated with summer1ime cold fronts or 
squall lines are most often oriented in a south-northerly direction when passing eastward over 
the area. Tims, the convective activity can be quite high whcn cntering the western part of the 
area but it could later be strongly suppressed when passing out over the regions of the Baltic 
Proper and the Bothnian Sea. 

For the winter season results in Figure 5.17, the information is not easily interpreted due to 
apparent scparability problems, especially in the northern part of the region. Hcre, 
erroneously classificd Cumulonimbus and Nimbostratus clouds over cloucl-free and very cold 
ground surfaces have contaminatcd results considerably. However, if omitting results over 
land areas we can insteacl have more conficlcnce in the results over the sea surfaces. The mast 
interesting feature here is the relatively high frequencies founcl in the eastern part of the Baltic 
Proper (eastwarcl of Gotland). This reflects probably a quitc high frcquency of occasions with 
cold air aclvected with northerly winds over thc Baltic Sea giving rise to intensive snow 
showers reaching the coasts of the Baltic states and Poland. This feature was found to be even 
more pronounced ifstudying results exclusivcly for the months of January and Fcbruary. 

5.2.6 Fractional sub-pixel cloudiness 

This cloud category consists of a rather small fraction of pixels being very close on the cloud
free side of the applied cloud detection thrcsholds. In partiCLr!ar, pixels having a small but 
measurable brightness temperature diffcrcnce in feature four and six in Tablc 2.2 belong lo 
this category. This means for examplc that very small cumulus elements and very thin cirrus 
clouds have bcen classified inta this cloud category. Sincc thc two features are basecl mainly 
on the assumption of a temperature difference betwccn thc cloud element and the surface we 
expect the contributions hcre to be low over land areas in winter. 

In general, the contribution to thc mcan cloucl frequencies has bccn less than 3 % over the 
area. Though, one must hcrc remember that thesc pixcls are only given 50 % weight 
compared to fully cloudy pixels as describcd carlier in section 3. However, in spring 
contributions as high as 5 % could be scen over land areas in the mast southcrn part of the 
area. The annual cycle appears slightly unrealistic with the highcst contributions from 
fractional clouds over land in winter and in spring while values over sea surfaces is at 
maximum during early summcr. Consequently, SCANDIA docs not appcar lo be optimally 
tuned for the treatment of fractional or sub-pixel cloudincss. 
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6 RESUL TS FOR THE NORTHERN EUROPEAN REGION 
SCANDIA VERSION 2 

The goal of the seeond version of SeANDIA (being deseribed earlier in section 2.2) was 
mainly to improvc the treatment of varying illumination eonditions over the area and the 
treatment of cold winter situations. The first problem was handled by introducing realistically 
thresholds varying with true sun elevation categories instead of using a fixed set of thresholds 
over a rathcr !arge area. The other problem was handled by introducing NWP mode! 
forecasted surface temperatures to define the basic IR threshold in feature 5 (see Table 2.2). 

In general. similar results as for the SeANDIA version I mode! were achieved during the 
~ ~ 

summer half of the year as is illustrated in Figure 6.1 ( campare with corresponding results for 
se AN DIA version I in Appendix 2 ). This was suspected since the largest modifications of 
the scheme concerned the treatment of dark conditions and conditions in twilight. The more 
consistent treatment of the variation of sun elevations over the area bad only a marginal effect 
on the results since for the higher sun elevation categories threshold value variations are 
generally small. One noticcable change of results was anyhow seen over the Baltic Sea during 
thc spring season. Here, cloud amounts were decreased by approximately 5-10 % indicating 
that same remaining sunglint problems (which were obvious from visual inspection) were 
reduced in SeANDIA version 2 by the use offorecasted surface temperatures instead ofusing 
elimatologically fixed values as in se AN DIA version 1. However, no change was seen in the 
autumn season (having also frequent occurrencc of sunglints) and this was probably because 
thc much warmcr sea surfacc tcmperaturcs made thc use of climatological and fixed threshold 
tempcratures less dangerous. 

For the winter half of the year. significant differences betwecn the two mode! versions 
appeared. Here. cloud amounts decrcased considerably over land areas for seANDIA version 
2. especially for months being colder than normal. A good example is shown in Figure 6.2 
showing results for the comparably cold winter season of 1996 (see also Table 5.1) which can 
be compared to corresponding results of SeANDIA version 1 in Appendix 2. e!oud amounts 
have herc been reduccd by 20-25 % in many places in the northern and central p011ions of 
Scandinavia. This has now created a well-defined minimum in cloudiness which should be 
expected for areas with frequent occurrence of persistent wintertime cold anticyclones (quite 
typical for the Scandinavian area at the very low NAO index catcgory in Table 5.1 ). This 
feature was only faintly visiblc in thc corresponding cloud amount results for SeANDIA 
version 1 (see Figure 5.9). Tlrns. the usc of ancillary surfacc temperature information from 
NWP modcls seems to have solved or at least partly reduced the wintertime cloud detection 
problem over thc area. Notice also in Figure 6.2 how the cloudiness minimum extends a short 
distance ofl~shore the Norwegian coast. This could be conceptually interpreted as an effect of 
the cold and dry ageostrophic outflow in the lowest tropospheric layers from the wintertime 
anticyclonc. elouds quickly forms further offshore the coast when convcction was initiated 
over the wanncr ocean surfaces. This results almost in a cloudiness feature resembling an 
inverted sea-brecze front (inverted in the mcaning that clouds form over the ocean areas 
instead of over land - compare also with front cover picturc ). 

More results from thc comparisons betwcen the two SeANDIA mode! versions are shown 
later in section 7.1.2. 
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Figure 6.1 Monthly cloudfrequencies in summer 1995 (June-August) for SCANDlA version 
2 over the extended northern European area (area SCAN). 
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Figure 6.2 Monthly cloudfrequencies in winter 1996 (December /995 -Februa,y 1996) for 
SCANDlA version 2 over the extended northern European area (area SCAN). 
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The description of rcsults for this modified and apparently improved version of SCANDIA is 
here limited to invcstigations of thc wintertime cloud detection problem ovcr the 
Scandinavian land area. Although intercsting results also outside of Scandinavia could be 
noticed, it has to be remcmbered that the results compiled here are based on the same 
sclection of satellite scenes and satellite passages as for SCANDIA version 1 (shown in 
Figure 4.1 ). Consequently, results in the western part of the shown SCAN area are based on 
data from AVHRR scenes rather close to or actually at the AVHRR swath edge (or 
alternatively, data is occasionally missing here simply duc to lack of coverage). This means 
that we should expect to scc enhanced cloud analysis problems here due to !arge viewing 
angles, missing data or in several cases also scrious sun glint conditions with strongly 
anisotropic behaviour of both cloud and surface objects. The available project resources have 
not allowed the compilation of an adequately covered SCAN area utilising several 
consecutive NOAA passages over the area cven if having access to the complete cloud 
classification data set in reality. 

Finally, despitc the shown positive impact here, an important aspect to mention is that the 
introduction of ancillary data in the form ofNWP mode! forecasts can not always be assumed 
to be positive for the perfonnance of cloud classification models. Also negative effects can be 
anticipate due to defects of the used NWP mode! (as discussed by Feijt and de Valk, I 998). 
Consequently, any future use of NWP mode! output in satellite cloud climate applications 
must be accompanied by a careful treatment of NWP data in order to avoid very complex 
error characteristics in the derived cloud climatc data sets. 
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7 VALIDATION RESULTS 

7.1 Comparisons with SYNOP observations 

7.1.1 Validation of cloud climatologies from SCANDIA Version 1 

The achieved SC ANDIA cloud cli111atology results have been co111pared to corresponcling 
cloud analyses based on surface observations (SYNOP observations) over Sweden. To 111ake 
such co111parisons 111eaningful. the spatial resolution of the satellite analyses were reduced to 
36 k111 by an averaging procedurc described previously in scction 3. This would hopcfully 
reduce errors due to differences in the co111pared quantities (surface-obscrved sky cover 
versus satellite-observecl earth cover - discussed by Rossow and Garder, 1993b ). The used 
averages are assu111ed to correspond better to the quantity 111ean cloud cover than the derived 
high-resolution cloud frequencies at pixel resolution. A coarser resolution than the proposecl 
one here could be 111otivated since high-level cloud types are typieally observed fro111 ground 
at considerably largcr distanccs in reality. However, the 36 k111 resolution has been chosen 
here to retain so111e of the characteristic s111all scale cloudiness features. Additionally, the 
closest area should be the 111ost i111portant for the surface observer and distant clouds would 
only give s111all contributions to thc total cloud a111ount. Tlrns, a best fit between the satellite 
observed and the SYNOP observcd area is belicved to lie so111ewhere in the rangc 30-40 k111 
(e.g., as indicated by Wollenweber, 2000). 

Corresponding SYNOP analyses of 111ean cloucl cover over Sweden have here bccn 
constructed using four daily observations at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC. lf co111paring with the 
eorresponding satellite observation ti111es (approxi111ated in Table 3.1 and visualised in Figure 
4.1 ), it is clear that only s111all deviations fro111 the SYNOP observation ti111es isat hand except 
for the 00 UTC observation. This co111parison is li111ited to studies of exclusively the total 
cloud cover para111eter which is believed to be the 111ost appropriate para111eter to be co111parcd 
with satellite observations. The infor111ation 011 various cloud types in synoptical observations 
eannot easily be utiliscd in co111parisons with satellite 111easure111ents. The reason is that the 
satellite observations are strongly biased towards the a111ounts ofthe top111ost cloml layers (110 

infor111ation on underlying clouds is nonnally available) while the opposite is true for SYNOP 
observations. 

A selection of' in total 28 SYNOP stations has becn used and their respective gcographical 
locations are indicated in Figurc 7.1. Unfortunately, 111ajor reductions in the synoptie netv,ork 
have oecurrcd in Sweden du ring thc period. Many of thc selccted stations were cl osed in I 996 
and only 15 of the stations cover thc entirc ten-year period. Conscqucntly, the validation data 
set prescntecl here is biased towards the lirst half of the obscrrntion period whcn 111ore 
obsen·ations werc available. 
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Figurc 7.1 Positions .fi1r 1/w used srnoptical (SYNOP) sratio11s in Sn·eden. /11 brackcts arc 
shmrn the availab!e period ofohserrntio11sjim11 eaclt station in the periodfiw11 19'JJ to 2001. 
Nolic<' also tha1 the 1n·o stations L1111d a11d Kirnna sh01I' the posilions .fi1r t,rn stalio11s 
pc1:fhr111ing solar rndiation 111rns11reme111s (lo be discussed in rhe 11exl sectio11) and not 
.1y11oplical 11·eather observations. 

Figure 7.2 shows a year-by-year summary of validation results for the entire period and the 
entire validation data set (including 12 470 satellite scenes compared with more than 250 000 
SYNOP observations). Notice that the mean differencc (bias error) deviates marginally from 
the apparent difference bctween thc satellite and SYNOP mean in the second half of the 
period. This is explaincd by the fäet that the satellite mcan is computed over all 28 SYNOP 
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station positions for the entire period while the SYNOP mean does not include observations 
from all 28 stations in the second half of the period (as explained earlicr). We can conclude 
that the annual mean of cloud cover does not vary much throughout the period ( confined lo 
the interval 60-70 % ) over the Swedish area. Both data sets show this appearance, thus no 
major bias in the satellite data set can be scen (except from a possiblc negative bias of a few 
percent). In addition, both data sets show the same general behaviour of cloudiness over the 
Swedish area: The period starts with relatively high cloud amounts ( 1991-1993) which is 
followed by some years with lower cloud amounts ( 1994-1997) and it is finally ended with a 
new period of high cloud amounts (I 998-2000). Despite this guite satisfying agreement 
between the two observation types, it is clcar that the individual case-to-case variation is 
considerable as indicated by the guite high RMS error (exceeding 30 %). These results 
correspond rather well lo results in previous validation experiments (Karlsson, 1993 and 
Karlsson, 1995) although thc RMS error seems to be slightly higher here. The reason for this 
is probably the acceptance of a larger time difference between observation times for thc two 
observations. Results from a scparatc test cxcluding comparisons if thc time difference 
exceeded one hour supported this conclusion. In this case, RMS values dropped generally to 
between 26-30 % whereas bias errors remained practically the same. Comparing with Figurc 
4.1, it is clear that the observation timc difference between SYNOP and satellite was 
especially !arge during some years (e.g., I 993- I 994 and 1999-200 I) for particularly the night 
and afternoon passages. Since these wcre compared with the 00 UTC and 12 UTC SYNOP 
observations, respectively, RMS errors could definitely be higher for these periods. This 
effect may explain the slight increase in RMS errors <luring the last years in the period. 
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Figure 7.2 Yearh· m·erages of"total cloud co1·er (%) for SYNOP and sate/lite. the bios error 
(differencemean~ sate/lite minus SYNOP) and RMS diff"erence based on indil·idual 
obsermtionsfi,r the entire period. 
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It is clear from Figure 4.1 that the use of the 00 UTC SYNOP observation is quite 
inappropriatc since the lime difference from the sateHite observation is in fäet always larger 
than two hours. Furthennore, from experience we know that manual cloud observations near 
mid-night are very difficult lo carry out. Therefore, we could expect to see additional 
differences emanating from uncertainties in the SYNOP observation here. Figure 7.3 shows 
thc situation wherc we only study night observations to be compared with the corresponding 
situation based on all the daytime observations (morning, afternoon and evening) in Figure 
7.4. An interesting pattern in the achieved results now appears. During dark conditions, RMS 
errors increasc considerably (for some years exceeding 40 %) as could be expected. In 
addition, a generally positive bias appears reaching 6 % for some years. We could suspect that 
since the large timc difference between observations would only (oral least predominately) 
affect the RMS error, a true cloud analysis problem could exist here where the satellite 
observation systematically overcstimates the cloud amount during night. Such an effect is 
well known to occur in ve1y cold situations when cold ground surfaces often were mis
classified as rnid- or high-level clouds by SCAJ\DIA. However, Karlsson ( 1996) also reported 
that the surface obscrver oftcn seemed to uudcrestimate cloud cover at night in cases with 
overcast Cirrns or Cirrostratus cloudiness. It is not possible here to quantify the respective 
contributions here for thc two effects. 

For the daytimc conditions in Figure 7.4 wc notice that RMS differences are generally below 
30 % bu! herc, a negative bias is found. Tims, even if the internat difference between 
individual observations decrease, the satellite seems lo systematically underestimate cloud 
amounts during daytirne. 
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Figure 7.4 Same as in Figure 7.2 hut.for all observations excluding the night observations. 

Ta bring more details for describing the relation between SYNOP and satellite observations, 
Figure 7.5 shows monthly averages af validation results throughout the period, thus allowing 
an evaluation af the seasonal variation. Notice here in partictilar the sinusoidal appearance af 
the bias error experiencing a positive maximum in the winter season anda negative maximum 
in the summer season. We can also here see the effect af the loss af a !arge part af available 
SYNOP observations after 1996 giving a less pronounced and clear sinusoidal pattern. If 
making the same subdivision of the validation material as above (i.e., separation af night 
cases and daytime cases), it was found that for the night cases almost all bias error values 
were positive (for same months as high as 15 %). The sinusoidal pattern was still visible but 
much less pronounced. For the daytime cases, the sinusoidal pattern of the bias error was 
again pronounced but all values were shifted towards negative values. Summettime negative 
biases as low as -12 % (i.e, one octa iftranslated to SYNOP observed cloudincss units) wcre 
found for same months but in general the bias error for the winter season was still positive 
and between 5-10 %. This could be interpreted as a consequence af the fäet that mast of the 
morning and evening observations <luring the winter season werc actually made <luring clark 
conditions with error characteristics more resembling the night case. 

A very interesting feature in Figure 7.5 is that the summertime negative peak of the bias error 
is generally accompanied by high values of the corrclation coefficient and by a minimum af 
the RMS error. This could indicate that the found negative bias might rather be caused by an 
overestimation of cloud amounts in the SYNOP observation than by a systematic 
underestimation by the satellite observation. It is well known that the surface observer 
encounters problems in describing the proper cloud amount in case af convective cloud cover 
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with scattercd cloud elements with a rather high vertical extension. The effect of these 
vcrtically extcnded clouds will be to shield away cloud-free portions between individual 
clouds when vicwed at off~zenith angles. Tims, the observer will tend to overestimate the true 
total horizontal cloud cover. Another fäet that supports this explanation of the found bias error 
in summer is that thc multispectral method for discrimination of clouds in satellitc imagery 
normally has its greatest capability in summer (as often shown by various class discrimination 
indices). The reason is that thc optimal illumination conditions and the favourable 
tcmperature lapsc rates in the atmosphere (free of near-surface temperature inversions) 
provides the maximum amount of useful information in the available spectral channels of the 
A VHRR instrument. This is further supported by many years of experience from visual 
inspection of cloud classification images showing no partietdar problems during summer. 
Consequently, it is here assumed that the negative bias in summer is an artefact caused by an 
overesti111ation oftotal cloud cover in SYNOP observations. 

On the other hand, the situation in wintcr cannot possibly be cxplained to a greater extent by 
thc previously mcntioned problems encountered by the SYNOP observcr at dark conditions. 
We can see that thc high positive bias is generally accompanied by a decrease in the 
correlation coefl1cient and an increase in the RMS error. Thus, it is obvious that wc have not 
only a problem with overcstimation of cloud amounts during wintcr. In addition, there is also 
cvidently a frequent occurrcnce of underestimation of cloud cover explaining thc dip in 
corrclation and thc increase of RMS errors. For some winter months (e.g., December 1997 
and January 1998) we have even cases when cloud amounts are, on the average, seriously 
underestimated which is a bit contradict01y to the mean conditions found for other winter 
111onths. Some evidence of an undcrestimation of low-level clouds at twilight conditions have 
previously becn reported ( Karlsson, I 996) due to the loss of the typ i ca! day- or night cloud 
signature in image feature 4. Also night-time cases with superposed semi-transparent Cirrus 
clouds over Stratus clouds give the same result and might result in a failure in cloud detection 
due to the unfortunate mixing of the cloud signatures in feature 4. This results in a 
cancellation of the brightness temperaturc difference requircd for cloud detection. A closer 
look at the conditions during these months, including a visual inspection of cloud 
classifications, revcaled that these months werc warmer than normal and very cloudy. Tims, it 
is possible that the nighttimc and twilight problems of corrcctly estimating low-levcl 
cloudiness may have dominated during thcse months compared to previously mentioncd and 
often dominating factors giving risc to overcstimation of cloud amounts. 

To get an idea of the importance for the cloml analysis quality on whether it is pcrfonned in a 
wann or cold winter season we can study conditions for two individually selected SYNOP 
stations: Falsterbo and Pajala (see Figure 7.1 ). 

Falsterbo isa coastal station at the southcrnmost tip of Sweden. Consequently, the wintertimc 
ice free conditions (prevailing herc for all years in the studicd period) and the rclatively wann 
sca surface tempcratures in the surrounding Baltic Sca brings relatively mild winter seasons. 
As a contrast. Pajala in thc inland part of northern Sweclen experiences generally very cold 
winter tcmperatures. Even <luring relatively warm wintcr seasons (e.g. in 1995 as is indicatcd 
by Table 5.1 ). some periods with very cold winter weather general ly occurs here. Monthly 
results for thc two stations bascd on all four daily observations are shown in Figure 7.6 and 

7.7. 
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Figure 7.5 Mo11thh· m·erages of"hias ermrs, RMS errors and co,-,-elatio11 coefficient_fi,r thc 
entire validatio11 data set. 

Wintertime positive bias errors for Falsterbo are scen to be at maximum approximately I O % 
while at Pajala several cases with bias errors exceeding 20 % can be seen. Similarly, 
wintertime RMS errors are generally bclow 35 % at Falsterbo while at Pajala RMS errors 
exceeding 55 % can be found for some individual months. For the correlation coefiicient. 
fairly reasonable values (approximately 0.5-0.6) can be found for winter months at Falsterbo 
while at Pajala values drop to almost zero or cven becoming slightly negative for some 
months. A further illustration ofthese diffcrences is shown in Figure 7.8 where conditions for 
an individual month are shown for the two stations. 

The revealed differences between Falsterbo and Pajala hold also when comparing the majority 
of the SYNOP stations in the southern part of the area with the majority of stations in the 
northern pai1 of the area. It also shows very clearly that the stations proclucing the largest 
number of cases with very !arge deviations (cloud amount clifferences exceeding 50 %) comc 
preclominantly from the northern part of the area (see examplc from 1996 in Figure 7.9). As 
regards the corresponcling bias errors it was also found that stations in the northern part 
(although with some exceptions) more often hacl a positive bias error comparecl to stations in 
thc southern halfofthc area (see Figure 7.10). 
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Figure 7.6 Monrhl_,· hias errors. RMS errors and correlation coefjicients for the SYNOP 
station of'Falsterbo 01·cr the entire ten year period. 
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Figure 7.9 Diagramfhr 1996 shml'ing the ten SYNOP stations 11·ith the highestfi'equencies of' 
cases 11'ith cloud c1111mmt obser\'{/fion differences exceeding 50 % during 1996. 

To see if these results also could be systcmised according to a categorisation based 011 the 
NAO index as previously discusscd in section 5.1.3, the monthly validation results in Figurc 
7,5 were sorted according to thc catcgories in Table 5.1. Results are summarised in Tablc 7, 1. 
Results here show somewhat surprisingly that bias errors are generally positive and guite high 
for the categories with high NAO indices while at the lower NAO index categories bias errors 
stay close to zcro, However, it is also seen a very !arge variation among individual months for 
the latter groups, For example. in January I 997 thc bias crror is -12.3 whilc for March 2000 
(in the same category Low NAO index) the bias error is 9,7. Conseguently, this indicates that 
the overestimation of cloud cover in winter may not predominately come from the falsc 
interpretation of very colcl ground surfaces, lnstead, other factors (like the enhanced 
anisotropic reflection from land surfaces at very low sun elevations) seem to be more 
important. Furthermore, it is also possiblc that the wcll-known variation of the noise levcls in 
A VHRR channel 3 may have contributed here in giving this guite unexpected resLilt. 
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Figure 7.10 Diagmm Jor 1996 slwiring 1/ie ft'II SYNOP stations irith the highest rnmmed 
diffi:rences/or rhe same data set as in Figure 7.9. 

Table 7.1 1vfo111h/_1· rnlidation res11/1sfiJr the bias error according to the previo11s(1· de/ined 
NAO g/'/mps in Table 5.1. 

NAO•index Bias error 

category (%) 

Very High NAO 5.2 

High NAO 3A 

LowNAO 0.9 

Vcry Low 1'\/AO 0.4 

Tlrns. we may finally concludc that the quality of SC AN DIA climatologies in the winter 
season is significantly dcgraded compared to results for other seasons. In thesc cascs. 
extrernely cold and cloud frce land surfaces are often mis-classified as clouds and this cffect is 
also furthcr enhanced by tbe increasing problems with AVHRR channel 3 noise causing 
spurious stripes with erroneous clouds in cloud classifications. In addition. even if not always 
being cxposcd to cold winter seasons. problems due to an enhanced anisotropic reflection by 
land areas at very large solar zenith angles and the undercstirnation of low-lcvel cloudiness 
when the sun is very close to or under the horizon give winter-time results high RMS errors 
and a rathcr low correlatinn when compared to observed cloud amounts. However. for other 
seasons thc qnality of SCANDIA climatologies appem-s to be good. In fact. results for the 
snmmer season werc subjcctivcly _judged as being excellent clespite the negative bias bcing 
secn whcn comparecl 10 SYNOP observations. The found deviations here are concluded to be 
morc or less entirely caused by an underestirnation of cloud amounts by the surface obsen,er. 
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7.1.2 Validation of c/oud climatologies from SCANDIA Version 2 

Validation results for SCANDIA version I was compared to the Iimited data set with rcsults 
from SCANDIA version 2 covering the period July 1994 ro January 1997. Results 111011th by 
month (corresponding to resulls shown previously in Figure 7.5) for the entirc SYNOP 
validation dala set in this period are displayed below in Figure 7.11. The rnost striking feature 
here is that the wintertime positive bias for SCANDIA version 1 has been dramatically 
reduced and for some rnonths even turned into a negative bias. Consequently. the example of 
the irnprovement shown previously in Figure 6.2 is also seen in thc SYNOP validation data 
set covering also other winter periods. Surnrnertime results lmvc also improved marginally. 
Unfortunately, lhe achieved very small improvements of the correlarion coefficients and RMS 
deviations (not shown here) in winter indicates that mostly other sources of error (listed in the 
previous section) than the rather speetacular and easily identified cold land surface problem 
are indeed responsible for the large scattcr in the results. A typ i ca I illustration of this problem 
is the change of the bias error in January 1996 in Figure 7.1 I from -2 % to -10 % for 
SCAND!A version 2. This month was relativcly warm and windy (as opposed to the previous 
December and the following F ebruary months) meaning that a high frequency of Strntus, 
Stratocunmlus and also Cirrns clouds often prevailed. Consequently, the problem of cmTectly 
identifying these clouds in twilight and al night conditions seems to havc dominatcd for this 
111011th. This became even more evident after removing the relatively small number of 
overestimated cloud amounts in cold situations by SCANDIA version 2. 
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7.2 Comparisons with solar radiation measurements 

A potential use of satellite-derived cloud climate information is as input information to 
simulations or calculations of radiation conditions at the surface by use of radiative transfer 
models (RTM). Several sueh applications have already been reported (e.g., Pinker and Laszlo, 
l 992 ). most often based on cloud infonnation retrieved from geostationary satellite data with 
a high temporal resolution. Consequently, it would be interesting here to see if the achieved 
cloud climatologies bcar any realistic resemblance to solar radiation measurements performed 
during thc same time period. 

A network consisting of 12 stations for high qual ity solar radiation mcasurements exists in 
Sweden. This network and the set of measurements carried out al each station were described 
in detail by Persson (2000). The best way of directly comparing the cloud climatology 
information with the solar radiation data set is believed to be to campare cloud amounts with 
the relative sunshine duration at each solar radiation station. In this way, we avoid the 
complicating factor that the incoming solar radiation amounts are by definition high al high 
sun elevations and low at low sun elevations while the cloud amount parameter does not have 
any direct relation to the Slm elevation. Sunshine duration is here calculated from 
measurements of direct solar radiation and it is defined as the time when the direct solar 
radiation (measured with a pyrhehometer) excceds I 20 wm-2

. This rnethod has been 
recommcnded by the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observations (C!MO). To 
get the relative sunshine duration, i.e., the percentage of the daily theoretical maximum 
sunshine duration. the measurement is compared to the theoretical maximum of sunshine 
duration according to astronomical calculations. 

Rcsults from two selccted solar radiation stations (with positions indicated in Figure 7.1) will 
be shown here. One is situated in southern Sweden (Lund) and anothcr in northern Sweden 
(Kiruna). :vleasurements in Lund represent the situation where winters are in general rather 
wann and snow-frce which was shown to give the best correspondence between satellite- and 
SYNOP-obscrved cloudiness in thc previous two sections. As a contrast, rneasurements in 
Kiruna represem the situation with a frequcnt occurrence of cold and snowy winter conditions 
which wcre shown to give serious problems for the satellite retrieval of cloudiness. Results 
for the two stations arc shown in Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13, respectively. Notice that a 
perfect match hetween relative sunshine duration and total cloud cover would yield an 
inversely proportional relation ( i.e .. I 00 % total cloud cover rncans O % sunshine duration and 
vice versa). 

Results for Lund show a vcry clcar inversely proportional relation between the two compared 
parameters. The curvc for cloud amount appears to be almost an exact mirroring of the 
sunshine duration curve in the axis defined by the cloud amount leve! of 50 %. From the 
scatter diagram we ean also sce that the differences between thc total data set and thc data set 
exelusivcly for the summcr half of the ycar are small. Tlrns. we cannot see any noticeable 
effcct of the prcviously found summertime overestimation of doudiness when comparing 
with surface observations. In contras[. for high cloud amounts (i.e .. exececling 60 %) thcre isa 
slight tendcncy for too low cloud amounts in eornparison to sunshine duration values. 
However. since thc viewing perspcctivc problem presumably would affecl also direet solar 
radiation measurements we could hcre suspeet thal this might influence and limit thc sunshine 
duralion rneasurements. This is e,-en more evident when obscrving that the deviations are 
found especially during the winter half of lhe year when the stm is predorninately viewed at 
high solar zenith anglcs. 
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For Kiruna in Figure 7.13, results are not as good which indeed was anticipated. The 
disagreement between the two observation types is especially !arge during the winter seasons 
where the surface-observed apparent cloud amounts (as deduced from sunshine duration 
measurements) seem lo be significantly larger than the satellite-observed cloud amounts. 
However, if studying exclusively the summer half of the year results are almost comparable lo 
the results for Lund albeit with a larger scatter anda somewhat decreased correlation. 

Wintertime results for Kiruna appear again somewhat surprising if compared with the 
generally positive bias for the satellite-retrieved cloudiness that was found when comparing lo 
SYNOP observations in northern Sweden. A probable explanation is that the used quantity 
relative sunshine duration is not fully applicable for comparison with the satellite data set in 
winter and especially not in northern Sweden. Here, the maximum sunshine duration is very 
short in the winter half of the year and, in fäet, zero in Kiruna al mid-winter! This means that 
the comparison with the satellite data set is not meaningful since most of the satellite 
observations are made during completely dark conditions. Furthennore, consider also that we 
have predorninantly high solar zcnith angles in the winter half ofthe year in northern Swcden. 
Consequently, the apparent cloud amounts will tend lo be overestimated in relative sunshine 
measurements in the same way as being done for SYNOP observations when viewing clouds 
al off-zenith angles. 

In conclusion, there seems lo be a very good agreement between the retrieved cloud amounts 
and the parameter relative sunshine duration, at least for the summer half of the year and for 
places in the southern part of the area. It is also somewhat surprising to see such a good 
correspondence of the results when considering the very coarse lime resolution of the NOAA 
A VHRR measurements compared to the high temporal resolution of the direct solar radiation 
rneasurernents (in fäet based on measurements every second). This indicates that despite the 
rather small lime scale for the evolution of individual cloud elements (e.g., small cumulus 
clouds), the lime scale or the persistence of the larger scale cloud fields seems to be much 
longer. Finally, when interpreting results here it should also be remembered that results for 
the winter half of the year may be contaminated or obscured to some cxtent by the fäet that 
most of the cloudiness observations are made during completely dark conditions, thus not 
during the time when the relative sunshine duration is measured. 
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7.3 Comparisons with ISCCP, CRU and climate simulation datasets 

A limited comparison of SCANDIA cloud climatologies with two other internationally 
availablc cloud climatc data sets has also been performed. The two data sets are the SYNOP
based griddcd data set denoted CRU which is compiled by the Climate Research Unit al 
University of East Anglia, UK (see New el al., 2000) and the satellite-derived cloud climate 
data set from ISCCP (Rossow and Garder, 1993 and Rossow and Schiffer, 1999). Since 
ISCPP data is not yet available for the entire period 1991-2000, the period 1991-1993 has 
been studied here. In addition, also a comparison with results from climate mode! simulations 
has been included over oecanic surfaces (without CRU coverage). Results for SCANOIA land 
points are shown in Figure 7.14 (upper panel) for SCANOIA version 1, the two other 
observation data sets and the simulation data set over the oceanic portion of the area for this 
partietdar period. For the SCANOIA land points in Figure 7.14 (upper panel), SCANOIA and 
!SCCP results are shown exclusively for the land portion of the area covered by SCANOIA lo 
make the comparison with thc CRU dataset (not available over ocean areas) meaningful. 
Results for all pixcls belonging to the SCANOIA-used land mask were extracted. The 
eorresponding CRU data set was available in a 0.4° grid (approximatcly corresponding to 44-
km grid resolution) and the 2.5° ISCCP data set was interpolated lo the same grid resolution 
by a bi-linear interpolation tcchnique. The ISCCP results here are from the recently updated 
ISCCP data set, denoted the ISCCP 02 series (the updated method described by Rossow and 

Sch i ffer. 1999 ). 

Wc notice that thc CRU and SCANDIA data sets agree reasonably well over the SCANDIA 
land point area in the first part of the period. CRU gives here slightly higher cloud amounts 
than SCANDIA during the summer halfofthe year while the opposite is al least partly true in 
the winter half of the year. This is consistent and agrees rather well with the results previously 
presented in scction 7.1. However, discrepancies between the SCANOIA and CRU data sets 
increase for the second half of the studied period. This is explained by a an increasing lack of 
available surface observations in the CRU data set. It means that the CRU estimate more and 
more rcsembles an overall statistical average of a cloud climatology and not a tnt!y 
representative climatology based on real observations (as described by New et al., 2000). 

The ISCCP results for thc SCANOIA land points in Figure 7.14 lies fairly close to the CRU 
and SCANDIA data sets. Thus, the revised results in the ISCCP 02 series appear lo give more 
realistic values than thc previous C2 series where cloud amounts at these latitudes often were 
found to be significantly underestimated. However, a smaller annual amplitude and variation 
of ISCCP cloud amounts compared with the other two data sets (especially SCANDIA) can 
be noticed. This difference between CRU and ISCCP was even more pronounced if studying 
areas in central Europe (not shown here) whcre the amount of available SYNOP observations 
was !arge. Here, the summertime cloud amounts were also clearly overestimated by ISCCP 
which furthcr weakencd the annual amplitude in !SCCP cloudiness. Karlsson ( 1997) has also 
rcported this fcature in a previous study. 

For the results over thc oceanic part of the area in Figure 7.14, the differences between 
SCANOIA and !SCCP have increased further. Here, SCANDIA-derived cloud amounts are 
generally significantly lowcr than ISCCP cloud amounts. The differences are most 
pronounced for summer months wcre differcnces of almost 20 % could be seen for same 
individual months (July 1991 and June 1992). Even if some of this difference may be 
explained to some extent by the different spatial resolution ofthe two compared data sets, it is 
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Figure 7.14 Upper panel: P/ot o( 111onthlv 111ec111 oj' cloud cover (%) o,•er SCANDIA land 
points for SCANDIA (solir/), the /SCCP D2 dataset (dotted) and the CRU data set (dashed) 
fiJ1· the period Fehruarv 199/ 1111til Nove111ber 1993. Lower panel: Plot of'111011thlr 111ea11 of' 
cloud cover (%) over SCANDIA ocean points for SCANDIA (.rnlid), the !SCCP D2 dataset 
(dotted) and the RCA data set (c/ashed)for the sa111e period 

here suggested that the ISCCP D2 series cloud amounts are overestimatcd over the northern 
European region. Furthermore, the seasonal and annual amplitudc variations appear to be too 
small. The latter conclusion is valid for both land and ocean areas. 

It is interesting to compare the SCANDIA rcsults for the oceanic part of the area in Figure 
7.14 (lower panel) with simulated cloud amounts from the RCA mode! used by the SMHI 
Rossby center (Rummukainen et al., 200 I and Jones and Willen, 200 I). The agreement is 
here surprisingly good, especially for the simulation of the cloudiness evolution in 1992. 
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8 THE IMPORTANCE OF INHERENT CALIBRATION ERRORS IN 
THE NOAA AVHRR DATASET 

8.1 Background and status of the AVHRR calibration problem for visible 
channels 

Essential for all climate and elimate change studies is that when studying the evolution of one 
partict!lar quantity measured by several instruments. one must take into account the 
possibility that detected trends and changes may be caused by defects of individual 
instruments and by differences between instruments. This problem is particularly impo,tant 
for measurements made from a space-based platfonn (as discussed by e.g. Cracknell. 200 I) 
wherc methods for normalising the measurements must be found in order to produce reliable 
results. At the same time, this problem has been shown to be quite difficult to handle since a 
!arge number of influencing environmemal factors may be at least partly unknown. 

As concerns radiance measurcments from operational rneteorological satellite sensors, most 
problems are found for radiometers in the visible spectrnl region. Here, no on-board 
calibration is possible in contrast to measurements in the infrared region where interna] 
blackbodies can serve to providc rcference calibration targets. lnstead, visible sensors are 
calibrated on ground prior to being launched in the final space orbit and it is assumed that this 
would provide a sufficiently finn estimation of instrument characteristics for the later use in 
space. However, the invalidity of this assumption has been known for more than l 5 years now 
and several papers on this subject havc been published ( e.g. Che and Price, l 992, Rao and 
Chen, 1996 and Rao and Chen, 1999 ). Mosl of them are based on comparisons with various 
reference objects 011 ground (e.g., homogeneous desert areas). 

The problem has two aspects where the first is manifested as an inter-satellite difference of 
calibrated visible radiances and the other cancerns the ternporal degradation of each 
individual sensor (i.e .. reduction of instrument sensitivity). The temporal degradation problem 
is illustrated in Figure 8.1. An exact value of the sensor degradation rnte is difficult to 
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Figure 8.1 Evo/111/011 o/1he NOAA-14 AVHRR ca/ibra1io11 slope valuesfhr the h<'o \'isible 
c/w1111e/s as afi111ctio11 ofti111e afier smeflite la1111ch as deter111i11edfi·o111 post-/aunch ac1ivities 
11tilisi11g desert re:fercnce targels and aircmfi meas111·eme111s. (fi'Oln Rao a11d Chen, 1999) 
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estirnate and it vancs also bctween the instruments on diffcrent satellites. Howcver, 
degradation rates exceeding 5 % per ycar appear to be quite common. 

Various attempts lo normalise visible radiance measurements have bcen made. The most 
ambitious and extensive effort is perhaps the methodology developed for the ISCCP project 
(Bres! and Rossow, 1992 and Bres! and Roiter, 1997). ISCCP utilises sensors from both polar 
orbiting and geostationary satellites and, in addition, data from the !alter are providcd by 
sevcral spacc agencies. As cancerns pure NOAA A VHRR data sets, a specific action has bcen 
taken by NOAA to serve the user community with updated calibration coefficients for the 
satellites with afternoon passages (i.e., for satellites with passage limes closc lo 110011 with the 
optimal solar illumination). For the NOAA-14 satellite, rnonthly updated A VHRR calibration 
coefficients for the two visible channels are now available in delayed mode. The basic 
methodology for recalculation ofthe calibration cocfficients was introduced in 1996 (sce Rao 
and Chen, 1996) but a revision of the methodology was made in I 998 (see Rao and Chen, 
1999). 

8.2 lmpact on the SCANDIA cloud climatology 

Since the described SCANDIA cloud climatology in this report is based on cloud 
classification results produced in ncar real-time covering a period starting as early as in 1991, 
the previously described method for normalisation of AVHRR visible radiances has not becn 
applicable. In addition, even if having used the updated calibration coefficients for the 
afternoon passages, the corresponding information for the morning passages would not be 
available which should have introduced additional inconsistencics in the compiled data set. 
However, despite this fäet. the opportunity to make an update of the NOAA-14 calibration 
coefficients was nevcrtheless taken al SMHI in July 1998 based on the revised coefficients 
availablc for January 1998. The effect of this attempt to update the calibration information is 
discussed further below. 

As a complete reprocessing of the cloud classification data set was not possible, thc only way 
lo lake the calibration problems fully into account was lo use the available validation data set 
and try lo identify trends that could be correlated lo what we know about the behaviour of 
degrading AVHRR sensors and the inter-satellite A VHRR instrument differences. 

Rcsults for the NOAA-1 I, NOAA-12 and NOAA-14 satellitcs have been separated and 
studied individually. Data from the two remaining satellites (NOAA-10 and NOAA-15) were 
cxcluded here since they were only available for quite short periods within thc studied ten
year period. An overall summary of the validation results for all data from the three individual 
satellitcs is shown in Tablc 8.1. Corresponding time series of monthly results are given in 
Figures 8.2-8.4 illustrating also the respective time periods with data available for the 
different satellites. 

The satellite with the longest lime series herc is NOAA-12 which has produced data during 
alm ost the entire ten year period ( 1992-2001 ). Knowing about the degradation problem from 
the AVHRR sensor on previous satellites, we should clefinitely see the largest impact on this 
very long time series as compared lo results from the lime series of the other two satellites. 
Since the sensitivity ofthe AVHRR sensor decreases for the visible channels, it should mean 
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Table 8.1 01·eral/ sw11mmT '<r"a/idalion resultsJi1r the three sa1e//i1es N0AA-1 !, NO4A-l:! 
and N0AA-14. 

Quantity \OAA-1 l 

SATELL!TE 62.9 
MEAN (%) 

SYNOPMEAN 63,2 
(%) 

MEAN 
DIFFERENCE -0.3 

(%) 

R'v1S ERROR (%) 
32.6 

CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT 0.69 
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complere mlidation data set 11·ith NOAA-1 l dara. 
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that less and less clouds would be detected by the ageing sensor for a cloud classification 
scbemc utilising static thresholds in the visible channels (like SCANDIAJ. This expectation is 
also verified in Figure 8.3 where the bias error tends to become dominantly negative the 
further we move away from the launch date. However, this tendency is to some extent 
obscured by an increased scatter in the results after 1996, probably due lo the drastic 
reduction of available SYNOP observations in the validation data set In the overall summary 
in Tablc 8.1 we can also see that there is a bias of-2.6 % in cloudiness for the entire period 
with NOAA-12 data. Tlrns, we may conclude that the negative bias found between the years 
1994 to 1998 in Figure 7.2 could at least partly be explained by the degradation ofthe visible 
AVHRR charmels ofNOAA-12. 

For the other rwo satellites, no signs of a similar negative trend in the achieved cloud amounts 
could be noticed in Figures 8.2 and 8.4. For NOAA-14, thc overall perfonnance in Table 8.1 
shows even a slight overestrmation of cloud amounts, This may paitly be explained by the 
occurrence of more difficult cloud analys is conditions during the winter seasons from 1996 
and onwards rcsulting in an enhanced positive bias compared to the winters in the first half of 
the I 990s. ft is also possible that the action to update the calibration coefficients alrnost in the 
middle ofthe period with NOAA-14 data (in summer 1998) helped to acljust values back lo a 
reasonable leveL 

If mutually comparing results from the three satellites it is generally not possible to detect any 
remarkable differences. Wbat could be noticed is that the correlation coefficien! seerns lo be 
slightly lower for NOAA-14 at the same time as experiencing slightly higher RMS errors. 
This could be an effect of that SCANDIA was initially tuned and developed having access to 
data from NOAA-10 (with very sirnilar passage limes as NOAA-12) and NOAA-1 L 
Consequently, thc difference may be due to slight!y differing passage times but it could also 
be a real calibration difference between the NOAA-14 AVHRR sensor and the AVHRR 
sensor on other usecl satellites. 
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9 DISCUSSION 

9.1 Summary of achievements regarding SCANDIA cloud climatologies 

This repo1t has demonstrated the capability ofthe SCANDIA method, based on multi-spectral 
processing of radiance measurements from the A VHRR instrument as supplied by several 
NOAA satellites, for the compilation of cloud climatologies with a high horizontal resolution 
over the Scandinavian region. Results are made available as both individual monthly cloud 
climatologies and as period averages for individual months. A further time separation into 
four daily observations has also permitted a limited study of the diurnal variation of 
cloudiness over the area. 

The annual average cloud amounts over the area were found to vary slowly in the range 
between 60-70 % throughout the period. Cloud amounts were at a minimum in thc middle of 
the period while the highest mean cloud amounts occurred <luring the last three years. 

Studies of the distribution of total cloud amounts in the region revealed remarkable 
differences between land and sea areas. The Baltic Sea was shown to suppress eloudiness in 
the summer half of the year and this generally affected neighbouring land areas, including the 
major parts of southem Scandinavia and the Baltic states. These differences were particularly 
obvious in the results from afternoon satellite passages. Interesting deviations from this 
pattern was seen in the Scandinavian mountain range and over the Norwegian Sea. The 
annual course of cloudiness appeared here to be inverted in comparison to the areas in or 
adjacent to the Baltic Sea. Highest cloud amounts were found in the summer season, although 
the amplitude of the annual cycle of cloud amounts was found to be considerably small er than 
over the Baltic Sea. This summertime peak in cloudiness over the mountain range is 
suggested to be caused mainly by convective cloudiness fonning at mountain peaks by slope
valley wind circulation systems ( illustrated in Figure 9. I). 

A paiticularly interesting feature was a secondary minimum in cloudiness appearing <luring 
spring and early summer close to the Norwegian coast over the Norwegian Sea. This 
minimum is believed to be caused by several coinciding and collaborating factors. The 
following factors are suggested (without giving priorities): 

• the occurrence of a minimum in sea surfacc temperatures in spring ( assumed to be caused 
by !arge contributions of cold fresh water from the melting snow in adjacent mountain 
areas) 

• the 'normal' sea-breeze subsidence which is created along and outside the coast line 

• the enhanced subsidence due to the formation of slope-valley wind circulation systems 
over the Scandinavian mountain range (partly also explaining the summe,time cloud 
maximum over the mountains - see Figure 9.1) 

• the contributions from lce subsidence <luring occasions with a cyelonic circulation pattern 
in southern Scandinavia yielding an easterly flow across the mountain range 

A further separation of the cloud data set into the various eontributions from different cloud 
types or cloud groups was also made. However, it was apparent that the quality of this 
separation was strongly redueed <luring the winter half of the year ( discussed further in ncxt 
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section) which means that fin11 conclusions on the mean cloud type distribution can only be 
made for the summer half of the year. Here, it was shown that the summe11ime maximum of 
cloud amounts over the Norwegian Sea consisted predominately of low-level water clouds 
(Cumulus, Stratocurnulus and Stratus). Over land areas, high-level ice clouds tended to 
dominale except over the mountains where water clouds and ice clouds were almost equal in 
frequency, The high frequency of ice clouds over land areas in the region was interpreted as a 
relatively high occurrence of lee-wave Cirrus clouds eastward of the Scandinavian mountain 
range anda frequent occurrence ofCumulonimbus clouds (especially for aftemoon passages). 
The high Cirrus cloud arnounts may, however, be slightly overestimated due to spurious mis
classification of small sub-pixel Cumulus cloud elements as very thin Cirrus clouds. 

An attempt to also estimate the average precipitation climate in the area through the 
interpreted information on precipitating cloud types showed limited skill and did not match 
details in previously recorded and well-documented climatology patterns of precipitation over 
the area. However, sorne useful contribution to the knowledge of the climatic pattern of 
convective prccipitation over the area is proposed. A climatology of the most reflecting and 
coldest clouds revealed interesting patterns showing a dependency on e,g. sea-breeze fronts 
and the general distribution of land and sea surfaces. The mast striking feature here is 
naturally tbc very !ow frequency of these cloud groups over major paits of the Baltic Sea 
ha ving frequencies less than a fifth of the co1Tesponding frequencies over adjacent land areas. 
As a contrast, relatively high frequencies were found in January and Febrnaiy in the eastem 
part of thc Baltic Proper, presumably caused by outbreaks of cold air in connection with a 
northerly wind tlow over the Baltic Sea. 

9,2 The quality of SCANDIA cloud climatologies 

A comparison ofthe SCANDIA cloud climatologies with a similar data set based on SYNOP 
observations for the same period (however, here restricted to the parameter total cloud 
amount) revealed interesting seasonal pattems in the e!Tor structure. Cloud amounts were 
generally overestimatcd in winter with a bias error ranging from 5- ! 0 % in the mean over all 
studied SYNOP stations. In contrast, an underestimation of the same order was noticed for the 
summer montbs. The wintertime problems were found lo be trnstworthy but the summertime 
deviations were believed to be m1ificia!ly caused by problems for the surface observer to 
correct!y estimate the cloud amounts in case of convective cloud coveL These clouds occur 
frequent!y during summer and their quitc large vertical extension makes a correct cloud 
amount estimation difficult because of viewing perspective problems. Experience from the 
usc of SCANDIA cloud classifications in operational forecasting applications suppmied this 
conclusion since cloud classifications wcre generally judged to have thc highest quality in the 
summer season. 

It was concluded !hat the error complexity is very !arge in the winter season and not easily 
corrected by single or isolated actions. Several problems related lo the prevailing dark and 
occasionally cold conditions in the winter half of the year contribute lo give a quite low skill, 
at least during periods. It seems also likely that a true non-separability of ciouds and cloud
free surfaces do exist in some winter situations. Future activities will show if the access to 
additional spectral bands on new or modified sensors and an improved use of ancillmy 
information may be able to solve or at least reducc these quite serious cloud analysis 
problems. 
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The separation of cloudy pixels into different cloud types during winter conditions appcared 
especially problematic. A remarkable and artificial positive bias in the interpreted distribution 
of icc and water clouds ( ice clouds overestimated) is suspected in the data set. Especially over 
ocean surfaces, unrealistically large ice cloud frequencies (in some cases exceeding 70 %) 

were found. Corresponding high ice cloud frequcncies over adjacent land areas could not be 
seen. This illustrates very clcarly the defects of cloud classification schemes using static 
thresholds in the split-window channel difference fonned by brightness tcmperature 
differcnccs between A VHRR channels 4 and 5. For an efficient use of this fcature in cloud 
detection during dark conditions and especially for the separation of water and ice clouds, it 
appears to be esscntial lo have not only a temperature difference between the surface and the 
cloud itself but also a typical water or ice cloud signature in AVHRR channel 3 (i.e .. a 
brightncss temperature difference between A VHRR channels 3 and 4 ). Over ocean areas this 
latter signature appears often to be lacking, probably caused by previously observed typical 
cloud microphysical features (i.e., !arge droplets al cloud top leve!). In addition, sub-pixel 
water cloud elements over oceans are also often mis-interpreted by SCANDIA as thin Cirrus 
clouds in winter (similar lo the situation over land areas in summer). 

Over land areas, the largest problems in winter were the following: 

• Overestimation of cloud amounts due lo anisotropically enhanced reflection of cloud-free 
land surfaces when the sun is very close lo thc horizon 

• Mis-intcrpretation of very cold and cloud free ground surfaces as mid- and high-level ice 
clouds 

• Underestimation of low-level water cloud amounts al night and in twilight due to the loss 
ofa typical water cloud signature in AVHRR channel 3. 

Any cloud detection method is assumed to face the most serious conditions just after sunrise 
when ground temperatures are at a minimum and when there is no typical cloud signature 
(i.e., different from the cloud-free signature) in the AVHRR brightness temperature difference 
between channels 3 and 4. During these conditions, serious underestimation as well as scrious 
overestimation of cloudiness may occur which gives rise to remarkably high RMS errors and 
low correlation coefficients when compared with surface observations. 

A separate comparison of SCANDIA results with measurements from the Swedish network of 
solar radiation stations showed very promising results. During summertime conditions, thc 
existence of an almost perfect inversely proportional relation bctwecn SCANDIA cloml 
amount and recorded relative sunshine duration was found. Wintertime results were degraded 
but this was most probably caused by an inappropriate comparison during this time of year 
(i.e., sunshine duration is not correlated well with the daily mean of cloudiness in winter). 

The SCANDIA climatologies were also compared to results from the most up lo date version 
of the ISCCP cloud datasets (the ISCCP 02 series) for thc first three years of the studied 
period. SCANDIA was shown lo give a significantly larger seasonal variability of cloudiness 
than ISCCP during this period. Even if it is true that the latter data set admittedly could be 
affected by factors related lo a used coarse resolution, the SCANDIA results were also 
supported by corresponding SYNOP-based data sets. Also preliminary comparisons with 
modelled cloud amounts from climate simulation models favoured strongly the SCANDIA 
results. 
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A special study focusing on the possible influences on the results from degrading sensitivities 
of the visible channcls of the A VHRR instruments and on inter-satellite calibration 
differences showed a significant impact on results based on data from the NOAA-12 satellite. 
This satellite was used during almost the entire ten-year period. Here, it was found from 
comparisons with SYNOP information that cloud amounts were on the average slightly 
underestimated in contrast to the results from other satellites. A temporal trend with 
increasing negative bias errors could also be scen for this satellite in accordance with the 
expected dcgraded sensitivity of thc A VHRR visible channcls. However, since SCANDIA is 
a supcrvised classification scheme developed using a training data set including information 
from both old and new A VHRR sensors from three NOAA-satellites in the period 1986-1990, 
the overall impact of these problems on thc results are considered to be quite small except for 
thc NOAA-12 satellitc. The monitored very !arge variability of cloudiness over thc studied 
area by SCANDIA is bclieved to be rather well captured and only marginally affected by 
sensor drift and inter-satellite calibration problems. Howevcr, for real long tenn monitoring of 
the cloud climatc these problems must. of course, be carefully taken inta account and 

compensatcd for. 

Finally. it is worth mcntioning that the work with compilation of the cloud climatology in 
itself rcvealed fcatures that were not easily deduced from the above mentioned validation data 
sets. For examplc. the obscrved imba\ance between ice cloud occurrence ovcr land and sca 
surfaces in winter would probably not have been discovered through 'normal' validation 
activities. Consequently. the actual compilation of climatologies of various satcllite-derived 
parameters is thereforc proposcd as one additional and important component of validation 
activitics in the cvaluation of satellite-based algorithms. 

9.3 Future plans: The successor to SCANDIA and engagements in 
international climate monitoring programmes 

9.3. 1 Future use of SCANDIA c/oud climatologies 

As mcntioned in the prcvious scction. the SCANDIA results have prcviously been used for 
validation of forccasted c\oud amounts from NWP mode Is (Karlsson, I 996b) or modell ed 
cloudiness from climate simulation models (Jones and Willen. 200 I). This work will continue 
and it is also intensificd in thc near future. A ca-operation with scicntists at the SMHI Rossby 
centrc for regional climate studies (an essential part of SWECLIM - the Swedish Regional 
Climate Modelling programme) has bccn initiated. Specifically, the SCANDIA results in the 
summer half of the year regarding the di urna! cycle of cloudiness and the distribution of water 
and icc clouds will be utilised for more detailed cloud paramctcrisation studies (some ofthem 
outlined by Jones and Willcn. 2001 ). 

The entirc or selectcd parts of the SC ANDIA cloud climate data set could be made availab\e 
to externa! uscrs on dcmand. An intcrface to the data set based on the hierarchical data filc 
format (I-IDF5) has bccn developed. Studies related to surveys of solar encrgy conditions. 
environmental issues (e.g .. the importance of accumulated solar energy input to ocean waters 
in conncction to alga\ bloom evcnts) and tourism activities (sun duration statistics) could 
potentially benefit from the rcsults ofthe SCANDIA cloud climatologies. 

It is uncertain if the SCANDIA ten-year series of data will be extended much further into the 
future. The reason is the appearance of the new 1.6 micron channel on the NOAA-16 satellite 
and its successors. No upgrading of the SCANDIA schemes to include data from this new 
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spectral band has yet been made and it is likely that a more dramatic change of the used cloud 
schemes at SMHI will occur beforc an upgrading of SCANDIA can take place (see ncxt 
section). 

9.3.2 The successor ta SCANDIA 

A first step towards the implementation of a drastically restructured and improved SCANDIA 
cloud classification algorithm was taken <luring the tcn-year period in connection with the 
introduction of the prcviously described SCANDIA version 2 mode!. Results here showed 
that the problem with the handling of very cold winter situations was significantly reduced, 
yielding almost a removal of the previous positive bias error for SCANDIA version I <luring 
winter conditions. Howevcr, RMS errors were still high and, fu1thennorc, correlation 
coefficients were not drastically improving which called for more fundamental improvements 
ofthe scheme. 

In 1997, SMHI became engaged in the EUMETSAT SAFNWC (Satellite Application Facility 
on supp01t to Nowcasting and Very-short range forecasting) project. Herc, thc main task of 
SMHI is to develop algorithms and software to extract four cloud and precipitation parameter 
products based on polar orbiling satellite data aimed for use in Nowcasting and Very-short 
Range Forecasting applications. A detailed design work has been completed involving a 
major devclopment effort during five years ( 1997-2002). The mast fundamental changc here 
compared to the SCANDIA mode! is the systematic use af RTM models to simulatc in 
advance af satellite passages the anticipatcd cloud-free radiances for the definition af dynamic 
thresholds. Prototypes for the four cloud products were ready in the year 2000 (see Dybbroe 
et al., 1998, Dybbroe el al., 2000 and Dybbroe, 200 I) and after that implementation activities 
remain for the last two years in the project (2001-2002). The software for generation ofthese 
cloud products is planned for release for use by NMS's ofthe EUMETSAT mcmber statcs in 
2003. A future repor! in this repor! series will give a detailed description af the four involved 
products developed by SMHI. 1-Iowever, operational introduction af thc new cloud schemes at 
SMHI is forescen before 2003 and this also means that the production of SCANDIA cloud 
climatologies will most probably be replaced at the same time. 

An example of a compiled cloud climatology based on the new SAFNWC cloud mask method 
is given below in Figure 9.2 showing thc mean cloud conditions for the afternoon passages in 
September 2000. This data set was compiled for use in thc EU Framework 5 research project 
CLIWANET (Cloud Liquid Water Network) and it is described by Dybbroe et al. (200 I). 
CLIWANET isa contribution ta thc BAL TEX project (sec Karlsson, 2000 and related papers 
in the same journal), one ofthe sub-studies in the GEWEX programme. The results here can 
be compared lo corrcsponding SCANDIA rcsults in Appendix 2. Howevcr, it has to be 
rcmembered here that the latter is based on four observations per day. 
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Figure 9.1 !llustration oj how a convective cloud element forms over a mountain peak by 
slope-valley wind circulatfon systems. (courtesy oj Bertil Linden) 
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Figure 9.2 Mean c/oud ji-equencies in I 0 /0 11 resolution over the Baltic Sea drainage basin 
derived ji-0111 the SAFNWC cloud mask scheme and applied on afternoon passages in 
September 2000. The data was prepared f or the.first intensive CLIWANET campaign, CNNJ. 
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9.3.3 SMHI engagements in future international c!oud c/imate monitoring activities 

Since 1998, SMHI is engaged in yet another EUMETSA T SAF, namely the SAF on Climate 
Monitoring (CM-SAF, described by Woick et al., 2000). Here, the SMHI task is lo contribute 
to the development of methods for operational monitoring of cloud climate parameters, 
especially concerning the utilisation of data from the future polar orbiting NOAA and EPS 
(EUMETSAT Polar Satellites) satellites. A consistent set of cloud parameters (including also 
detailed information 011 cloud phase, cloud height and cloud water content) will be produced 
together with a !arge set of other climate-related parameters (see Woick el al., 2000). The 
primary analysis area wi II initially cover Europe and adjacent oceanic areas but an extension 
of the analysis area lo include the full METEOSA T disk and the polar area is foreseen to lake 
place later. Operational production of climate parameters is foreseen lo start in 2004 al the 
carliest and it is also planned to have a capacity for repeated reprocessing activities. The !alter 
component has been shown to be an essential part of any climate monitoring activity (as 
deduced from e.g., the ISCCP experience). 
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APPENDIX 1. 

AVHRR 
BALTEX 
CDS 
CET 
CIMO 
CM-SAF 
CRU 
EPS 
EUMETSAT 

GEWEX 
HDF 
HIRLAM 

HRPT 
IR 
ISCCP 
LUX 

METEOSAT 
METOP 
MSG 
NAO 
NDVI 
NMS 
NOAA 
NWP 
RTM 
SAFNWC 

SCANDIA 
SMHI 
SST 
SWECLIM 
SYNOP 
UTC 
VIS 
WCRP 
WMO 

ACRONYM LIST 

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (NOAA satellite) 
The BALTic sea Experiment (part ofGEWEX) 
EUMETSA T METEOSAT Cloud Climate Dataset 
Central European Time (UTC/GMT +I) 
Commission for Instruments and Methods af Observations 
EUMETSA T SAF on Climate Monitoring 
Climate Research Unit (University of East Anglia) 
EUMETSAT Polar System (METOP satellites) 
EUropean organisation for the exploitation of METeorological 
SATellites 
Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (part ofWCRP) 
Hierarchical Data Format 
Hlgh Resolution Limited Area Mode! - NWP mode] developed by the 
meteorological institutes in the Nordic countries plus Ireland, the 
Netherlands and Spain. 
High Resolution Picture Transmission (NOAA satellites) 
Infrared 
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project 
Luminance Utilisee en eXploitation (CMS/Lannion cloud 
classification scheme) 
Geostationary METEOrological SA Tellite (EUMETSA T) 
METeorological Operational polar orbiting satellite (EUMETSA T) 
METEOSA T Second Generation 
No1ih Atlantic Oscillation 
Nomrnlised Difference Vegetation Index 
National Meteorological Service 
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (USA) 
Numerical Weather Prediction 
Radiative Transfer Mode! 
EUMETSAT SAF on supp01i to Nowcasting and Very short-range 
forecasting 
SMHI Cloud Analysis mode! using Digital A VHRR data 
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
Sea Surface Temperatures 
Swedish Regional Climate Modelling Programme 
SYNOPtical weather observations at surface stations 
Universal Time Coordinated (same as Greenwich Mean Timc) 
Visible 
World Climate Research Programme (WMO) 
World Meteorological Organisation (United Nations) 
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APPENDIX 2. MONTHLY CLOUD CLIMATOLOGIES 1991-2001 

In the following pages, a display of monthly cloud frequencies for each individual 111011th in 
thc period F ebruary 1991 to January 200 I is presented. Please notice that for practical reasons 
results for January 200 I is displayed together with results for February-December 1991. 
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Monthly cloud frequencies in 1991 
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Monthly cloud frequencies in 1992 
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Monthly cloud frequencies in 1993 
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Monthly cloud frequencies in 1994 
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Monthly cloud frequencies in 1995 
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Monthly cloud frequencies in 1996 
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Monthly cloud frequencies in 1997 
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Monthly cloud frequencies in 1998 
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Monthly cloud frequencies in 1999 
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Monthly cloud frequencies in 2000 
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SMHis publications 

SMHI publishes six repor! series. Three ofthese, the R-series, are intended for intemational 
readers and are in most cases written in English. For the others the Swedish language is 

used. 

Names of the Series 

RMK (Report Meteorology and Climatology) 
RH (Report Hydrology) 
RO (Report Oceanography) 
METEOROLOGI 
HYDROLOGI 
OCEANOGRAFl 

Earlier issues published in serie RMK 

2 

3 

4 

Thompson, T., Udin. I., and Omstcdt, A. 
( 1974) 
Sca surfacc temperaturcs in watcrs sur
rounding Swedcn. 

Bodin. S. ( 1974) 
Dcvelopmcnt on an unsteacly atmospheric 
boundary layer mode\. 

Moen. L. ( 1975) 
A rnulti-level quasi-geostrophic mode\ for 
short rangc weather prcdictions. 

llolmström. I. ( 1976) 
Optimization of atmospheric mode Is. 

5 Collins. W.G. (1976) 

6 

7 

/\ parameterization mode\ for calcu!ation of 
vcrtical tluxcs of rnomcntum duc to terrain 
induccd gravity waves. 

Nyberg. A. ( 1976) 
On transport of sulphur o\·er the North Atlan

tic. 

Londqvist, J.-E .• and Udin. I. ( 1977) 
lce accrction on ships with special emphasis 
on Baltic conditions. 

8 

9 

Published since 

1974 
1990 
1986 
1985 
1985 
1985 

Eriksson, B. ( 1977) 
Den dagliga och årliga variationen av tem
peratur, fuktighet och vindhastighet vid några 

orter i Sverige. 

Holmström, I.. and Stokes, J. ( 1978) 
Statistical forecasting of sea leve I changes in 

the Baltic. 

10 Omstedt, A., and Sahlberg. J. (1978) 
Same results from a joint Swedish-Finnish 
sca ice experiment, March, 1977. 

11 1-laag, T. ( I 978) 
Byggnadsindustrins väderberoende, semi
narieuppsats i företagsekonomi, B-nivå. 

12 Eriksson. 13. ( I 978) 
Vcgetationspcrioden i Sverige beräknad från 
temperaturobservationer. 

13 13odin, S. ( 1979) 
En numerisk prognosmodell för det atmosfä
riska gränsskiktet, grundad på den turbulenta 

energiekvationen. 

14 Eriksson, B. ( I 979) 
Temperaturfluktuationer under senaste I 00 

åren. 



15 Udin, I., och Mattisson, I. ( 1979) 
Havsis- och snöinformation ur datorbeat·
betade satellitdata - en modellstudie. 

16 Eriksson, 8, ( 1979) 
Statistisk analys av nedcrbördsdata. Del l. 
Arealnederbörd. 

17 Eriksson, B, ( 1980) 
Statistisk analys av ncderbördsclata. Del II. 
Frekvensanalys av månadsncdcrbörd. 

18 Eriksson, 8, ( 1980) 
Arsmedelvärdcn ( 1931-60) av nederbörd. av
dunstning och avrinning. 

19 Omstcdt, A. ( 1980) 
A sensitivity analysis ofsteady, frcc floating 
ICC. 

20 Persson, C,, och Omstedt, G. I 1980) 
En modell för beräkning av luftföroreningars 
spridning och deposition på mesoskala. 

21 Jansson, D. ( 1980) 
Studier av temperaturinversioner och vertikal 
vindskjuvning vid Sundsvall-Hårnösands 
flygplats. 

22 Sahlberg, J., and Törnevik, H. I 1980) 
A study of !arge scale cooling in the Bay of 
Bothnia. 

23 Ericson, K., and Hårsmar, P.-O. ( 1980) 
Boundary laycr measurements at Klock-rike. 
Oct. 1977. 

24 Bringfelt, B. I 1980) 
A eomparison of forest evapotranspiration 
deterrnined by somc independent methods. 

25 Bodin, S .. and Fredriksson, U. ( 1980) 
Unecrtainty in wind foreeasting for wind po
wer networks. 

26 Eriksson, B. ( 1980) 
Graddagsstatistik för Sverige. 

27 Eriksson, B.( I 98 I) 
Statistisk analys av nederbördsdata. Del III. 
200-åriga ncdcrbördsserier. 

28 Eriksson, B. I I 981 I 
Den "potentiella" cvapotranspirationen i 
Sverige. 

29 Pershagen, H. ( 1981 ) 
Maximisnödjup i Sverige (perioden 
1905-70). 

30 Lönnqvist, 0. ( 1981 I 
Nederbördsstatistik med praktiska tillärnp
mngar. 
(Prccipitation statistics with praetical appli
cations.) 

31 Melgarejo,J.W. (1981) 
Similarity theory and resistanee laws for the 
atrnospheric boundary laycr. 

32 Liljas.E.(1981) 
Analys av moln och nederbörd genom 
automatisk klassning av A VHRR-data. 

33 Ericson. K. ( I 982) 
Atrnospheric boundary layer field experiment 
in Sweden I 980, GOTEX Il, part I. 

34 Schoefflcr, P. ( 1982) 
Dissipation, dispersion and stability of 
numcrical schemes for advection and di f
fusion. 

35 Unden, P. ( 1982 I 
The Swedish Limited Area Moclel. Part A. 
Formulation. 

36 Bringfelt. B. I 1982) 
A forest evapotranspiration rnodcl using sy
noptic data. 

37 Omstcdt, G. (1982) 
Spridning av luftförorening fr::'rn skorsten i 
konvektiva gränsskikt. 

38 Törncvik, H. I I 982) 
An acrobiological mode! for operational 
forecasts of pollen concentration in thc air. 

39 Eriksson, B. ( 1982) 
Data rörande Sveriges temperaturklimat. 

40 Omstcdt. Ci. I 1984 I 
An opcrational air pollution mode\ using 
routine rneteorological data. 

41 Persson, C.. and Funkquist. L. ( 1984) 
Local scalc plume mode\ for nitrogen 
oxides. tvlodcl <lescription. 



42 Gollvik, S. (1984) 
Estimation of orographic precipitation by dy
namical interpretation of synoptic 1110\lcl 

<lata. 

43 Lönnqvist. 0. ( 1984) 
Congrcssion - A fast regression technique 
with a great numbcr of functions of al I pre-
dictors. 

44 Laurin. S ( I 984} 
Population c~posurc to SO and NO\ from 
different sources in Stockholm. 

45 Svensson, J. (!985) 
Rcmotc sensing of atmospheric tempern-ture 
profilcs by TIROS Operational Vc,1ical 
Smmder. 

46 Eriksson. B. ( 1986) 
Nederbörds- och humiditetsklimat i 
Sverige under vegctationspcriodcn, 

47 Taeslcr. R. (1986) 
Köldperioden av olika längd och förekomst. 

48 Wu Zcngmao (1986) 
Numerical study of lakc~hmd breezc over 
Lake Vättern. Swcden. 

40 Wu Zcngmao ( 1986) 
Numerical analysis of lnitialization 
procedure in a two-<limensional lake 
brecze mo<lel. 

50 Persson, C. ( 1986} 
Local st.:ale plurnc mode! for mtrogcn 
oxidcs. Verification. 

51 Melgan:jo. J.W. ( 1986\ 
An analytical mode] oftht houndary laycr 
abovc sloping tcrrain with an npplication to 
obscn·atio11s in Antarctica. 

52 Bringlelt, 8, ( 1986} 
Test of a f'orest c,·apotranspiration mode!. 

53 Joscfsson. \V, ( 1986) 
Solar uhraYiokt radiation in Swcden. 

54 Dahlström. 13. ( I 986) 
Determination of areal prccipitation for thc 
Baltic Sca. 

55 Persson, C. (SMHl), Rodhe, H. (MISUJ, De 
Gecr, L-E (FOA) (1986) 
The Chernobyl accident - A meteorological 
analysis ofho\v radionucleides reached 
Sweden, 

56 Persson, C., Robertson, L. (SMHl), Grcnn
folt, P., Kindbom, K., Lövblad, G., och 
Svanberg, P.-A. (!YL) (1987) 
Luftföroreningsepisoden över södra 
Sverige 2 4 februnri I 987. 

57 Omstedt, G. (1988) 
An operational air pollution model. 

58 Alexandersson, 1-1., Eriksson. B. ( 1989) 
Climate fluctuations in Sweden 
1860 - 1987. 

59 Eriksson, B. { 1989) 
Snödjupsförhålbnden i Sverige -
Säsougerna I 950/51 - 1979/80. 

60 Omstedt, G., Szegö, J. ( 1990) 
Människors ex:ponering för luftföroreningar. 

61 Mueller. L, Robertson, L., Andersson, E., 
Gustafsson, N. ( I 990) 
Mcso-y scale objectivc analysis of near surfö
ce tempcrature, humidity and wind, and it-; 
applicution in air poHution modelling. 

62 An<lersson, T,, iv1attisson.1. (1991) 
A fiel<l test of thennometer screcns. 

63 Alexau<lersson, H., Gol!vik, S., 
Yleuller. L ( 1991 i 
An energy balance model för prediction of 
surface teinpcraturcs. 

64 Alexandersson, 1-L Dahlström, B. ( l992) 
Future climate in the Nordic region -
survcy and synthesis for thc ncxt century. 

65 Persson. C.. Langncr, L Robertson, L 
(1994) 
Regional spridningsrnadell för Göteborgs 
och Bohus, Hallands och Alvsborgs Hin. (A 

rnesoscak air pollution dispersion mo<lcl for 
the Swcdish wcst-coast region. In Swcdish 
with captions also in English.) 

66 Knrlsson. K.-G, t 1994) 
Satellite-cstimated cluudiness from NOAA 
A VHRR data in thc Nor<lic area during 1993. 



67 Karlsson, K-G. (1996) 
Cloud classifications with the SCANDIA 
modet. 

68 Persson, C., Ullerstig, A. ( 1996 I 
Mode I calculations of dispersion of I lndanc 
over Europe. Pilot study with comparisons to 
measurcments around thc Baltic Sea and thc 
Kattcgat. 

69 Langncr, J., Persson, C., Robertson, L., and 
Ullerstig, A. ( 1996) 
Air pollution Asscssment Study Usiitg the 
MATCH Modelling System. Application to 
sulfur and nitrogen coinpmmds over Swedcn 
1994. 

70 Robertson. L, Langner, J.. Engardc, M. 
(1996) 
MATCH - Meso-srnle Atmosperic Transport 
and Chemistry modclli11g system. 

71 Joscfason. W. (I 996) 
Ftve ycars ofsoiar UV-radiation monitoring 
in Sweden. 

72 Persson. C., Uilerstig. A .. Robertson, L. 
Kindbom. K .. Sjöberg. K. ( 1996) 
The Swc<lish Prccipitation Che1nistry 
Network, StuJies in nctwork design using the 
MATCH modelling system and stati.'ilical 
mcthods, 

7 3 Robertson, L. ( 1996 J 
Modcliing of anthropogcnic sulfur deposition 
to the African and South American 
continents. 

74 Joscfäson, W. (1996) 
Solar UV-radiation monitoring I 996. 

75 Häggmark, I.... lvarsson, K.-1. {SMHI). 
Olofs.son. P.-O. (Militära vii<lertjänstcn}. 
(I 997) 
MESAN Mesoskalig analys. 

76 Bringfclt, B. Backström, H. Kindcll, S. 
Omstedt, G, Persson, C, ullcrstig, A. ( 1997) 
Calculations of PM-10 concentrations in 
Swedish cities- t\·1o<lelling of inhalablc 
particlcs 

77 Gollvik, S. ( 1997) 
The Telcflood project, estJluation of 
precipitation over drninage basins, 

78 Persson, C., Ullcrstig, A. ( 1997) 
Regional luftmiljöanalys för Västmanhmds 
län baserad på MATCH modell-beräkningar 
och mätdata - Analys av 1994 års data 

79 Josefsson, W., Karlsson, J.-E. ( 1997) 
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